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Sacris Religiosorum domiciliis stragem magnam

hoc malum invexit, extinctis disciplinae regularis

magistris, et melioris notae Senioribus. Hinc

coeperunt monastica sodalitia, praesertim mendi-

cantium, quae eousque (sic) virtute, et doctrina

florebant, tepescere et relaxari, turn deficientibus

illustribus viris, tum relaxato miserandis calami-

tatibus regularis observantiae rigore, qui reparari

non potuit ab adolenscentibus, et promiscua

multitudine, quam absque necessario delectu

receperunt, qui magis domos vacuas repleri quam

deperditam disciplinam restaurare curaverunt.

Lucas Wadding.

Annates Minorum, viii; 22.





CHAPTER I

The Monastery and the Community

To appreciate the full significance of a visitation such as the Black

Death upon the monasteries of England, it is necessary to have an in-

telligent idea of the religious, social and economic relations existing

between the monastery of the fourteenth century and its immediate

environment. To one famihar with the changes in ideals and practice

during the first eight hundred years of European monasticism, it is

quite obvious that a pestilence in the fifth or sixth century would have

been one thing, while a visitation of equal virulence in the fourteenth

century was quite another. In its earlier stages monasticism was fairly

successful in reaUzing its ideals of social and rehgious detachment. Even

in its economic aspects the monastery was relatively self sufficient.

Disaster might work havoc in the social organism as a whole and yet

the monastery might emerge almost unscathed, at the most feeling

the effect of a remote economic disturbance. By the fourteenth century,

however, this could not be. The efforts of Cluniac, Cistercian, Car-

thusian, and Spiritual Franciscan to restore the early ideal of other-

worldliness had proved unavailing. Enthusiasm for solitariness had

given way again and again before the strong socializing pressure of

complex civilization. Though checked temporarily by successive revi-

vals, the monastery kept pushing its roots deeper and deeper into the

social strata, thus merging its interests more and more with those of

the community at large. Becoming an integral factor in the body

politic, it entered sometimes only unconsciously and not always with

due appreciation into its heritage of culture and economic advance.

On the other hand, it had to pay its tribute to the periodic ills that

affected the society of which it had become a part.

This identification of the monastery with the community is of such

importance as to justify the consideration of a few details. Naturally

it is the religious aspect of the situation that first merits attention. The

monastery was essentially a religious house whose inmates devoted

their lives to the worship of God, caring most scrupulously for the neces-

sities of the inner life. Contact with the world was contamination.

The monk's anxiety was not so much to save his fellow men as to save

himself. If he threw doles to the unfortunates pleading at the convent

gates, it was not because they as human beings ought to be relieved,

but rather because he had a "calling and election," which through alms-
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giving he would "make sure. " Although on the one hand, as the votary

of other-worldliness he was dead to the allurements of the world, yet

on the other, as the victim of a perverted conception of religion he failed

to regard himself as a servant ministering to the religious needs of his

community. His religious activities^ motivecj^ largely by selfish consid-

erations^ were centered within the cloister. Little was done outside

of the convent walls. The beautiful abbey church was a luxury where

worship was enjoyed by few save the monks.

By the fourteenth century, however, the situation had changed.

It would be gratifying to think that the monk had at last realized the

social obligations of his religion, while retaining the fervor of his early

spiritual-mindedness. Unfortunately such a conclusion is possible only

by distorting the facts. He was little nearer the right view of religion,

and to make matters worse he had lost his earlier sense of the unseen.

In far too many ways he had become a man of the world. His monastery

had become a part of the religious community in which he dwelt.

This in part was through the institution of the impropriated church,

the revenues of which formed a substantial element in the endowments

of almost every rehgious house. In founding a monastery the usual

procedure was to secure a mortmain license empowering appropriations

within the hmit of a prescribed annual income. When this income

proved insufficient it was not unusual to find relief in supplementary

licenses. The abbey of Thornholm with its seven impropriated churches^

may be cited as a moderate instance of a practice prevailing generally.

To each of these churches the holding monastery attached an incumbent

drawTi almost invariably from the ranks of its inmates. Upon him

devolved all responsibilities of the pastoral office for that specific portion

of the diocese. He read the prayers, made some attempt at least to

preach, and also administered the Sacraments. If his incumbency was

not far from the cloister he was likely to be reasonably faithful in visita-

tion during the week thus coming into intimate relations with the life

of the community.

The manor chapel supplied another medium of communication

between the monastery and the community. Although these chapels

were often under the care of the Seculars, it is clear that sometimes, at

least, the Regulars officiated in them.^

1 Pat. R. July 23, 1347, p. 357.

^ "Whereas in these manors and rectories there are chapels or oratories in which

the abbot and keepers of these phices can go to hear mass, the parish church being
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Let the reader consult any reliable atlas^ and he cannot fail to notice

how many religious houses were massed in the south, central, and south-

eastern counties of England. This implies that the monasteries were

situated in relatively large numbers where the activities of the nation's

life were centered. In bygone centuries many of these institutions en-

joyed the coveted immunities of isolation. With the true instincts of

the monk their founders chose islands removed from the mainland of

life. But by and by the tides receded and the islands became mainland.

Into Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, the pioneer monks came appropriating

marshy lands subject to inundation.'* Nobody protested against the

occupation of what at that time seemed worthless. But by dint of

ditch and dyke, some of the richest lands of England were reclaimed

by them, and the attendant prosperity converted what was once marsh

into one of the most thickly populated areas of the country.

It is also to be noted that many of the religious houses were on or

near the seaboard. Alien monks in establishing themselves did not

choose to go far inland. And the sea instead of isolating these, pecu-

liarly exposed them to the vicissitudes of the nation's life.

A large number of the monasteries were located in the towns and

cities. The following list while not exhaustive is sufficient to make

this point clear. London had no fewer than 44 reUgious houses of

various types, Lincoln 15, Boston 5, Stampford 9, Norwich 8, Great

Yarmouth 6, King's Lynn 5, Northampton 12, Bedford 3, Reading 5,

Worcester 8, Gloucester 9, Bristol 12, Winchester 14, Canterbury 12,

Colchester 5, Plymouth 3, Exeter 11, Lynn 8, Oxford 15, York 24, and

Carlisle 5. Of smaller towns with a single monastery, nunnery or

hospital, the number is legion.

This connection of the religious houses with the centres of population

is not to be interpreted as necessarily indicative of a desire on the part

of these institutions to identify themselves with the larger interests of

distant," the abbot and convent of Westminscer "pray for an indult to celebrate or

cause to be celebrated masses in the same." (Papal Pet. 1:506.)

"License to St. Mary's York, to build an oratory or chapel in their granges and

manors in which divine offices may be celebrated." (Papal Letters 1:487.)

Bordeseleye "was bound to find a chaplain to celebrate divine service in the

chapel on Bentley Manor every Sunday, Wednesday, Friday, and in all Feast days.

"

(Pat. R. Sept 15, 1332, p. 332.)

The Earl of Huntington seems to have secured papal authority to build a manor

chapel to be cared for by the Regulars of the monastery endowed by himself. (Papal

Pet I: pp. 50 and 192.)

' See Appendix Gasquet's Monastic Life, or Oxford Historical Atlas, in loco.

* Glastonbury and Ely are good examples. (Pat. R. Feb. 7, 1348, p. 28f .)
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society. As a matter of history it is known that it was not the town

that always attracted the reUgious house; in many instances at least

it was the religious house that drew around it the nucleus of life that

subsequently became the town. But in any case the connection was

established and a large proportion of the monasteries was now subject

to exposure through their proximity to the dwellings of the people.

For a limited area such as England, the significance of trade routes

may be overrated. England's shore line is very extended; her ports

in the fourteenth century were numerous; her roads inland were many;

her towns and hamlets were relatively close.

Thus situated in towns by the sea and the roadside, the religious

houses maintained not only religious but important social activities.

In the earlier days the monk, intent upon his spiritual weal, had become

a dispenser of alms. The monastery soon became a philanthropic

institution. And such it continued to be. By the fourteenth century

it was directing no small portion of its philanthropic activities through

the channel of hospitals adapted to meet various forms of distress. These

provided accommodation for the foundling, the pregnant, the leper, and

the infirm. With their chaplain, their daily religious services, their

rules and discipline, these houses were essentially religious houses, and

must be so classed. They represent a worthy attempt to deal in medi-

aeval scientific fashion with phases of the problem of poverty. Yet

the hospitals did not monopolize the task of relieving distress. The

monastery continued to confer its corrodies upon deserving poor who

were thus assured a permanent security against life's reverses.^

The chantry with its distribution of alms upon anniversary occasions

was another point of contact between the monastery and the people.

However, the number of chantries was quite small in the fourteenth

century and some of these were attached to parish churches, rather

than to religious houses. Although the monastery held the endowment

fund, the conditions of bequest occasionally made it necessary to locate

the chantry elsewhere than in the immediate neighborhood of the in-

terested monastery. For these reasons one must guard against an

overestimation of the chantry as a medium of contact between the

religious houses and the community.

'' The corrody may be defined as an annuity which took the form of a lodging in

the monastery, an allowance of food, and of clothing. For illustrations see Pat. R.

Oct. 3, 1341, p. 286; June 25, 1342, p. 479; June 8, 1343, p. 39; April 14, 1359, p. 196.
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Hospitality supplied an added point of contact with the people.

The monastery was at once a lodging for poor transients and a hostelry

for the great magnates and royal retinue of the kingdom.^

Through the variety of its resources the monastery was affected

remotely if not directly by the fortunes of almost every factor in its

economic environment. As already noted above, one of the chief sources

of its revenue was the impropriated church v/hich turned in the tithes.

These obviously rose and fell with the fluctuation of material prosperity

•within the parish. The same principle of economic dependence appHed

in the typical case of the hospital of St. Leonard's York, which "had a

thrave of corn of every plow plowing in the counties of York, Cumber-

land, Westmoreland, and Lancaster."^ But far more substantial than

the impropriated tithes was the fruit of the vast landed holdings of the

religious houses. These in part were devoted to sheep, horse, and cattle

raising. Some idea of the magnitude of this industry may be gleaned

from the thefts and impoundings that so often appear as a source of

grievance. The abbot of Croyland lost 40 horses, 120 oxen, 300 cows,

and 3000 sheep. ^ The abbot of Bynedon lost 100 oxen and 7000 sheep.

^

The bishop of Wincester was required by custom to devise to his suc-

cessor "127 plow beasts, 1356 oxen, 4495 wethers, 4358 brood ewes, and

2697 hoggets. "^0

Other portions of their holdings, the monks farmed as manors. Some-

times they even farmed the manors of others. Occasionally they rented

''In Grymsby, Sandou was endowed "to entertain poor persons coming to the

town." (Pat. R. Aug. 26, 1335, p. 212.) The chancellor and clerks of chancery

"have made long stay in the abbey and borough"—hence the grant to St. Mary's

York, of pavage for four years, "for the easement and honor of the chancellor and

clerks . . . and of the magnates and others passing through the borough to the city

to attend to their business in the king's places there. " (Pat. R. Aug. 21, 1335 p. 162.)

When the Earl of Arundel came to London "very frequently to treat of various matters

for the king" he v/as lodged by royal order in the priory of St. Mary's Southewerk

(Pat. R. Feb. 7, 1344, p. 189). Edward I frequently sojourned in Beaulieu. (V. C. H.

Hants Vol. II: 142.) "By reason of the frequent coming to the priory of him and

his household and magnates and others going with him to foreign parts" Edward III

remitted to Suthwik, Southampton, a fee farm, and later made them a gift. (Pat.

R. June 20, 1346, p. 125 and July 10, p. 153.)

'Pat. R. Feb. 16, 1355, p. 231.

8 Pat. R.May 12, 1332, p. 247.

9Pat. R. Feb. 16, 1331, p. 131.

'" Pat. R. Dec. 28, 1331, p. 231. It was from the Boulton hospital that Edward

II bought the mutton for his private table though he left his son to pay the bill twenty

years later. (Pat. R. March 10, 1336, p. 226.) For Christ's Canterbury, see Litterae

Cant. 1 :244.
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their holdings and thereby relieved themselves of some of the many-

complicated problems of manorial administration.^^

As agriculturalists and herdsmen, it is not surprising that the monks

were interested in mill grinding and hidetanning.^^

Fishing was another profitable industry. "Great part of the sus-

tenance of the abbot and convent of Flaxele used to arise from the

moiety of a Severn weir. "^^ In contesting the rights to their fishing

nets, these litigious monks maintained many a lawsuit. In one case

at least they simplified the problem by undertaking to lay out the bailiffs

with their fists.^*

Considerable income seems to have been derived from fairs and

market privileges.^^

Another source of revenue was the "jurisdictional" rights enjoyed by

the religious houses
—"view of frank pledge, pleas of the crown and

common pleas, jail dehvery, execution of writs, fines, amercements,

forfeitures, reformation of all trespasses and misdeeds."^*' These rights

sometimes extended over broad areas; for instance, the abbot of St.

Edmunds had the holding of fees for eight and one-haK hundreds, and

exclusive rights within the borough.^^ Such revenues, therefore, must

have been considerable. Bergeveny reaped £10 perquisites of court

» On all see Pat. R. March 21, 1331, p. 99; Nov. 15, 1331, p. 195; Nov. 30, 1331,

p. 222; July 1, 1355, p. 269; April 30, 1353, p. 464.

i"-The Abbot of Welbek paid £10 yearly for his mill. (Pat. R. June 26, 1359,

p. 238.) In the assessment inventory for the abbey of Woubourn, there appear

seven entries of "lands, meadows, and rents of mills. " (Pat. R. Aug. 21, 1337, p. 492.)

When the Henton Carthusians were having hard times, royal relief took, the form of

a license "to buy hides and sell for profit the tanned products." (Pat. R. April 14,

1359, p. 35.) Out of special regard for tlie prior of Carlisle, the king gave him "the

bark of the trees used in tower and castle repair." (CI. R. May 30, 1358, p. 463.)

'3 Pat. R. Oct. 20, 1358, p. 107.

"CI. R. Nov. 9, 1331, p. 371. See also Cart. St. Peter, Gloucester: 155, 259;

2:73 and 79.

15 The prior of St. Frideswide, Oxford, lost £1000 "being the toll and other profit

of the fair. " (Dec. 8, 1344, p. 423.) The rights of fair given by charter to St. Barthol-

omew formed "the great part of the sustenance of the canons." (Pat. R. July 2,

1364, p. 524.) Ramseye seems to have thought it a good bargain to pay a £50 fee

for its market at St. Ives. (Pat. R. Feb. 4, 1331, p. 78.) It can therefore be under-

stood why the abbots of Croyland and Abyndon were anxious to maintain their fair

privileges, and also why the populace was determined to resist. (Pat. R. May 12,

1332, p. 246; April 20, 1353, p. 456. See also Hist. Monast. Abyndon 2:163.

"Pat. R. Feb. 1, 1366, p. 219.

"Pat. R.May 30, 1331, p. 123.
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from its borough.^^ The bishop of Bath in one year derived 100 marks

as fees of Court from his diocese.^^ Wayf alone was worth £1000 to

the prior of Llanthony.^"

Within the boroughs there were also substantial monastic incomes.

It was here that the tenement rentals assumed large proportions. A
favorite form of bequest was the messuage, which was sometimes situated

in the country, but usually in the village or town. To catalogue only

partially the holdings of St. Peter's, Winchester, six pages of the Rolls

are required, and these properties were almost exclusively within the town

of Winchester.2^ Beside these rentals there were also Assizes of Bread

and Ale, which for Oxford were worth lOOs.-^ The firma hurgi seems

to have been quite frequently farmed by the religious houses. In

prosperous times it yielded substantial though unpopular profits. In a

period of depression it was a source of embarrassment. Channel-passage

fees must also be included among the sources of income for houses along

the south and southeast coast. The convent of Dover reUed upon

these fees "as a chief part of their sustenance."-^ Finally, pontage,^

pavage,^^ mines,^^ road tolls,^^ and breweries^* should be added to the

list of revenue sources.

In each of these sources it is not difficult to recognize a point of

contact between the rehgious house and prevailing economic conditions.

The sheep flock, cattlehead, tithe, manor, manor rent, mill, tanning

factory, fishery, fair market, tenement rental. Assize of Bread, pontage,

pavage, mines and road tolls—each and all were bound to be affected by

hard times. Upon the surface it might seem that at least the "juris-

dictional" incomes would be immune—that court fees, jail delivery,

etc., would not be affected, or if so, increased rather than diminished.

But closer inspection reveals that even here there was no exception.

These incomes fell away just as did the others.^^

If the monasteries had been dependent for their revenues upon one

or at most only a few of the sources indicated above, some at least might

18 CI., R., Feb. 20, 1352, p. 417.

" Pat. R. July 18, 1343, p. 99.

"Pat. R. April 12, 1353, p. 456.

" Pat. R. Nov. 26, 1352, p. 368f.

i^Pat. R. 12Edw. Ill; 111:1.

23 Pat. R. May 11, 1347, p. 347.

"Pat. R. March 12, 1332, p. 259.

^ Pat. R. March 8, 1332, p. 256.

'^ Neuminster Cart. I: p. 211.

" Pat. R. May 6, 1337, p. 449.

« Pat. R. March 8, 1337, p. 441.

» Pat. R. Aug. 19, 1350, p. 563.
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have escaped in a period of general depression. Although on the one hand
some undoubtedly would have been completely crushed, others would
have had a corresponding chance of immunity. But so diversified were

their resources that it was inevitable that practically every monastery

would be hit by prevailing economic distress.

Another factor yet remains to be noticed, viz: the local distribution

of these resources. Usually the holdings of the monasteries were scat-

tered over many shires. Through features peculiar to feudal tenure,

and by the natural operations of the law of inheritance, it had come to

pass that the vested interests of a monastery might be strewn here, there,

and everywhere throughout the realm. From the royal mandate to es-

cheators to surrender the temporalities of religious institutions to their

newly elected heads, it is possible to glean the following instances as

illustrative of this wide distribution of temporalities.^'^

Westminster Abbey—Temporalities in London, Surrey-Sussex-Mid-

dlesex, Gloucester, Worcester, Oxford-Berks, Essex-Hertford,

Bucks, Lincoln, Northampton-Rutland.^^

Wilton Abbey—^Temporalities in Wilts, Somerset-Dorset, Devon-

Cornwall, Kent, Cambridge-Huntingdon, Southampton.^^

Ramsey Abbey—Temporalities in London, Huntingdon-Cambridge,

Beds-Bucks, Essex-Herts, Norfork-Suffollv, Northampton-Rut-

land.^^

Godestowe Nunnery—TemporaHties in Oxford-Berks, Northampton,

Bucks, Wilts, Southampton.^^

Suthwyk Abbey—Temporalities in Southampton, Wilts, Sussex,

Oxford.^^

St. Bartholomew Priory—TemporaUties in Middlesex, Essex-Herts,

Beds-Bucks.^^

Lilleshull Priory—Temporalities in Salop-Stafford, Warwick-Lei-

cester, Northampton, Notts-Derbys, Yorks."

'" Inasmuch as the escheators sometimes had jurisdiction ov^er more than a single

shire it cannot always be stated with absolute certainity that in respect to the hyphen-

ated cases, there were properties in all the shires mentioned, or in only one or two

lying within the escheator's jurisdiction. However, a critical comparison of these

mandates makes it reasonably certain that the shires are mentioned only when there

was some possession within their bounds.

3' Pat. R.Dec. 12, 1362, p. 277.

'2 Pat. R. Nov. 24, 1344, p. 367.

^ Pat. R. Jan. 22, 1343, p. 579.

^* Pat. R. July 10, 1349, p. 345.

« Pat. R. Jan. 4, 1350, p. 433.

'« Pat. R. June 23, 1350, p. 538.

" Pat. R. Aug. 10, 1350, p. 560.
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Battle Abbey—^Temporalities in Sussex, Surrey, Oxford-Bucks, Kent,

Essex, Wilts.^*

Merton Priory—^Temporalities in Southampton, Wilts-Oxford-Bucks,

Beds-Berks-Cambridge-Huntingdon, Norfolk-Suffolk-Essex-Here-

ford, Somerset-Dorset, Devon, Cornwall, Kent-Surrey-Sussex-

Middlesex, Rutland-Northampton, London.^^

Peterboro Abbey—Temporalities in Northampton-Rutland, Notts,

Lincoln, Leicester, Huntingdon-Beds.^''

Cirencester Abbey—Temporalities in Gloucester, Oxford-Berks-

Wilts, Somerset-Dorset, Northampton.^^

Radyings Abbey—Temporalities in Oxford-Berks-Wilts, Hereford,

Kent-Sussex-Middlesex, Beds, Herts, Warwick.^^

St. Peter's Gloucester Abbey—^Temporalities in Gloucester, Salop,

Hereford, Berks, Warwick, Southampton, Wilts.^^

St. Mary's York—^TemporaUties in Yorks, Cumberland-Westmore-

land, Lincoln, Cambridge, Norfolk-Suffolk, Holderness.^

The Feodary of Glastenbury Abbey'^ shows that this house had holdings

as under

—
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The distribution of temporalities as indicated above unquestionably-

exposed the institutions concerned to embarrassment during a period

of depression. A monastery holding all its property in a single commu-

nity might have escaped from prevailing distress by some freak of local

fortune, but it could hardly hope to be so favored when its holdings

were widely scattered throughout the land. If it missed the shock in

one locality it was certain to feel it in another. It may be contended,

of course, that there was advantage as well as disability in this distri-

bution—that although some holdings were affected, there would always

be others immune. This contention would have force if appUed to a

disaster that affected one section of the country and not the whole.

But in a general calamity there was more to lose than to gain by geo-

graphical distribution. And all the evidence goes to show that the

Black Death was not a disaster that smote one district to the exclusion

of others. It was a catastrophe that fell upon the whole land, not

excepting the most remote hamlet.

Through the identification of the monasteries with the structure of

fourteenth century society, it \vill be apparent that they were exposed

not only to economic depression but also to the infection of the pre-

vailing plague. A pestilence that swept away so many of the Seculars

on account of their contact vvith the populace would have a Hke effect

among the Regulars who also, as incumbents of impropriated churches

and manor chapels were in touch with the people. In the southeastern

shires where on account of the density of population the plague swept

away such enormous numbers, it was inevitable that the monasteries

would pay an extremely heavy toll of mortality. When at the approach

of the "visitation," people rushed panic striken to the cities,*^ it was

to doom to almost certain exposure the hundreds of monasteries grouped

in these centers. In the hour of sickness when multitudes turned to

the hospitals, it was to convert these institutions of shelter and relief

into veritable pest houses. Even the houses which existed apart and

solitary in wooded ravines and on the coast were in the zone of danger,

for the sea was open to fishing craft, and the highways, however distant

were never far away. In this exposure lay the possibility of appalling

mortality to practically all the monasteries. How serious this mortality

really was, will form the subject of the following chapter.

" Pat. R. Dec. 29, 1349, p. 459.



CHAPTER II

The Decimation of the Clergy

It does not lie within the scope of this investigation to discuss in

detail the oft-canvassed question of the aggregate mortaUty due to

the pestilence. Was it only twenty percent of the population, or did it

rise to thirty, forty, fifty, or even sixty percent? Naturally, the scien-

tific spirit of the modern age has shown a disposition to doubt the ac-

curacy of the heavy mortahty figures that until recently have passed

unchallenged. And yet it is to be observed that research justifies no

substantial reduction in the traditionally accepted figures. Fifty years

ago Mr. Seebohm after analyzing the data for Yorkshire and the Eastern

Counties came to the conclusion that sixty percent was not an exag-

gerated estimate.^ The more recent intensive work done by speciaUsts

each confining his investigation within the limits of one or at most

a few adjoining shires, embodied in the Victoria History of the Counties

of England, does not alter the traditionally accepted opinion.

In respect to the clergy, there is not the slightest ground to doubt

that the mortality was exceedingly heavy. Although our primary

interest is to learn how it fared with the clergy within the monasteries,

yet in view of the fact that in the emergency caused by the pestilence,

Regulars were drafted into incumbences of deceased Seculars it becomes

necessary to study the death rate in the ranks of the clergy outside the

cloisters.

From the Episcopal Registers which are largely extant, it is possible

to gather reliable data setting forth the institutions to vacant livings.

Unfortunately the register-entry does not record the cause of the

vacancy, whether due to death, resignation, or deposition. Given the

known presence of an epidemic throughout the country, however, a

largely increased number of institutions may be reasonably attributed

to the ravages of disease.

Beginning at the extreme southwest of the country, Devon-Cornwall

shows institutions totaling 345, for January to September 1349, an

average of 38 per month as compared with 10 and 6 for November and

December, 1348, before the plague obtained.^ Worcester had 9 for

November 1348. For the months December to May 1349, the average

' See Fortnightly Review, Vol. II, :149 f.

* Gasquet, Black Death, p. 100 f.n.
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rises to 36. Between July and December, 149 presentations were made

to 67 of the 138 existing benefices, and in some cases, as for instance.

Great Malvern, more than once.^ Dorset with 218 benefices shows 5

institutions for October 1348; 14 per month from November to March

1349, with a return to normal for April.'* Somerset with an average

per month of 3 institutions, in 1349 has no fewer than 232. In the years

1348 and 1349 there were probably 227 vacancies through death.^ Wilts,

with institutions averaging 26 per year, has 73 for 1348, and 103 for 1349.''

Surrey from an average of 9 institutions per year, mounts to 92 in 1349.''

Hants and the Isle of Wight, with an average of 20 institutions per

year, for 1349 leap to the enormous total of 228—11 times the normal.^

Berks with 128 benefices, and an average of 47 institutions for the period

1345-47, has in 1348, 190 institutions; in 1349, it has 145; in 1350,

93; and in 1351, 66. There was, therefore, more than one institution

per benefice during the crisis.^ Oxfordshire, averaging 7 institutions

per year, has no fewer than 103 in 1349.^° Warwickshire with 4 institu-

tions for April 1349, has 16 per month from May to August, with a de-

cline to 7 in September.i^ Northamptonshire, with 281 benefices, has

148 institutions for 1349.' The archdeanery of Northamptonshire alone

shows 32 for 1348, 183 for 1349, and 46 for 1350.^2 Derbyshire with

108 benefices, averaging 7 institutions has the following: 1346, 4; 1347, 7;

1348,8; 1349, 63; 1350, 41. Two-thirds of its beneficed clergy were

carried away in a year. In each of 8 benefices there were 2 changes in

a year; in one there were 3}^ Hereford and a portion of Shropshire

(forming Hereford diocese) with an average of 13 for 1346 to 1348, has

175 institutions for 1349. Vacancies in 1350 probably point to 200

deaths in all among the beneficed clergy.^^ Chester with 70 benefices

in all, has 30 institutions for the archdeanery of Chester alone in the

months June to September of 1349.^^ Nottingham with 126 benefices

3 Wore. Historical Society, Scde Vace, p. 225-49.

* Gasquet, pp. 90 and 192.

* Gasquet, p. 192.

« Gasquet, p. 189.

^ Gasquet, p. 209.

8 V. C. H. Hants II, p. 33. Gasquet p. 130.

»V. C.H.Berks 11,13.

10 V. C. H. Oxfordshire II, 18.

" Gasquet, p. 145.

" V. C. H. Northamptonshire II, 26.

" V. C. H. Derby, II, 167.

" Gasquet, 165 f.n.

" Gasquet, p. 168.
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had 65 vacated in 1349.^'' In the West Riding of York in 141 parishes,

96 incumbents died, while in the East Riding in 95 parishes only 35

survived.^'' In the Archdeanery of Lincoln, averaging 30 to 40 per

year, the last half of 1349 gives the number of 302 institutions.^^ Bucks

shows 77 institutions for the summer of 1349.^^ Norfolk, with 799 liv-

ings, had 527 vacated in 1349 by death,^*' while Suffolk, averaging 81

per year between 1344 and 1348, had in the interval March '49 to March
'49, no fewer than 831 institutions.^^ Dr. Jessopp has therefore esti-

mated the clerical deaths in East Anglia at the astounding number of

2000.22

Some counties are omitted in this survey, not because their insti-

tutions bear no testimony to the presence of the pestilence, but rather

because the data are not sufficiently clear to justify any tabulation. It

seems that Staffordshire alone escaped the plague, although possibly

it was affected in the later stages of the visitation.^^

From the Patent Rolls which record the royal institutions, a further

glimpse into the inwardness of this disaster as it affected the clergy may
be obtained. These institutions, it should be carefully noted, represent

only a small number of the grand aggregat^forthe realm. They arise

through voidances in the alien priories, in me advowsons of minors, in

the advowsons of the king, and in the diocjses of vacant bishoprics and

archbishoprics. The following schedule ogives these royal institutions

for three years, embracing the period from one .year before the outbreak

of the pestilence to one year after its greatest virulence. Welsh institu-

tions for St. David's, St. Asaph, and Landaff are included.

Institutions Exchanges Resignations

Sept. 1347 5 including 1

Oct. "94
Nov. "93 1

Dec. "71
Jan. 1348 9 2 2

i« V. C. H. Nottingham II, 57.

^''Fortnightly Review, Vol. II, :151

18 V. C. H. Lincoln II, 38.

13 V. C. H. Bucks II, 291.

^"Fortnightly Review, Vol. II, :141.

21V. C.H.Suffolk II, 241.

2- Jessopp: Coming of the Friars, p. 220.

^ The following letter is extant:
—"The Pestilence with which God is visiting

the sins of the people has not yet come into this diocese, but many other parts of the

coimtry are rendered empty by it. Prayer is therefore to be made in all churches

for the staying of the plague." (V. C. 11. Stafford 1: 282.)
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problem was to make any provision whatever for such an unusual number

of vacancies. The reader may conceive for himself a situation that in

a period from May to November is represented by the numbers 68, 144,

150, 107, 71, 53, 44, as compared with the normal figures of 5, 5, 8, 8, 9,

18 and 28. This means that over against the normal number of 58,

there is the extraordinary increase to 633, or eleven times the normal!

Bearing in mind that these royal institutions at the most represent only

a small proportion of the sum total for the country, one may get some

idea of the paralyzing blow that fell upon the clergy as a whole.

In considering the fortunes of the religious houses, it must not be

forgotten that the records of most of these houses have been destroyed.

Only the rarest good fortune has perserved a few vivid pictures which

may be taken as typical of all.

Here, for example is the tragic experience of St. Alban's. "The

abbot, smitten on Thursday, although feeling the ailment, performed

alone and without assistance the services of the day. On the morrow

the sickness increasing he betook himself to bed . . . and received

the sacrament of Extreme Unction. In sorrow and sadness he continued

until noon of Easter Day. And since the plague was then raging and

the air was corrupt and the monks were dying day by day, ... he

was hurriedly buried. And there died at that time 47 monks beside

those who were carried away in great numbers in the cells.
"^"^

Others fared as badly. At Meaux the abbot Hugh "besides himself

had in the convent 42 monks and 7 lay brethren, and the said abbot

Hugh after having ruled the monastery . . . died in the great plague

which was in the year 1349, and 32 monks and lay brethren also died.

This pestilence so prevailed in our said monastery, as in other places,

that in the month of August the abbot himself, 22 monks, and 6 lay

brethren died: of these the abbot and 5 monks were lying unburied in

one day, and the others died, so that when the plague ceased, out of the

said 50 monks and lay brethren only 10 monks with no lay brethren

were left.
"^^

"Brother James de Groundewell, canon of the monastery of Ivy

church . . . wherein a college of 13 canons regular has hitherto been

held, coming to the king, has brought news of the death of the prior of

that place, and all the other canons thereof, except himself, so that there

cannot be any election of prior as usual."-'' "Since all and every one

^* Gesta Abbatum, Rolls series II, 369.

^* Chronicon Monasterii do Melsa, Rolls Series 111:37.

=« Pat. R. Feb. 26, 1349, p. 260.
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of the brethren of the Hospital of the Blessed Mary Magdalene of San-

down in our diocese . . . are dead in the mortality of men raging in

the kingdom of England, none of the brethren being left, the said Hos-

pital is destitute both of head and members. "^''

In the priory of Llanthony 4 canons of 30 survived the pestilence.^^

In the abbey of Hickling all of the canons save one died.^^ Every one

of the Dominican friars of Norwich died, so that their house was left

deserted.^" Croxton Curial was almost emptied of its inhabitants.^^

The hospital of St. John Leicester, lost almost all of its inmates.^^ In

Luffield every monk died.^^ In the abbey of Peterborough the number

of monks was reduced from 64 to 32 and it became impossible to main-

tain the accustomed routine of services.^^ In Henwood priory the

prioress died "and of 15 nuns which were lately there only three re-

mained. "^" St. Swithin's, which until 1349 had an average of 60 monks,

after the pestilence never had more than 35; the abbey of Hyde was

from like cause reduced from 35 to 20. Romsey, which until 1349 had

90 present in its elections, never after this date had more than 25.^®

Reading where: "by reason of the recent epidemic many of the monks

have died," was compelled to request papal sanction of the ordination

of 30 monks only twenty years old in order to maintain "the service of

their monastery and places subject to it.
"^'' The register of Newenham

states "in the time of the mortality or pestilence there died in this house,

20 monks and 3 lay brethren whose names are entered in other books.

And Walter, the abbot, and two monks were left alive after the sickness.

"

Another version of this tragedy reads that "out of one hundred and

eleven inmates only the abbot and two monks survived. "^^ At Hever-

ingland the pestilence emptied the monastery—"the prior and canons

"Reg. Edyndon—see Gasquet, p. 214.

=8 V. C. H. Gloucester II, 90.

29 V. C. H. Norfolk II, 241.

3" V. C. H. Norfolk II, 241.

3' V. C. H. Leicester I, 362.

32 V. C. H. Leicester I, 362.

^^ V. C. H. Bucks Vol. I, 349.

^« V. C. H. Northampton II, 26.

35 V. C. H. Warwick II, 65.

3" V. C. H. Hants II, 34.

"Pap. Reg. 1:282.

3* Gasquet, p. 103 f. n.
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died to a man. "^^ Bradwell seems to have been almost as unfortunate.'*"

At the hospital of St. Thomas, Southwerk, Walter Marlowe asked for

a dispensation "that notwithstanding his illigitimacy he may be ap-

pointed prior of the Hospital, especially as the mortality among the

brethren has left no one so fit to rule as the said Walter. "^^ Athelnynge

lost two abbots in rapid succession, the first having died on his way to

secure royal sanction to his election.'*^ At Westminster the abbot and

27 monks were buried in a common grave.'*^ In the hospital of St.

James " the then guardian and all the other brethren and sisters except

one" were swept away.*^

The above are the authentic cases that depict something of the

awful experience through which these religious houses must have passed.

It may be objected, however, that these instances were exceptional and

therefore should not be used for generalization. This objection cannot

be lightly dismissed. Some further evidence is needed that will apply

to conditions within the religious houses as a whole. Fortunately this

need is met by the Register of abbots, priors, and wardens. Having

passed through several critical revisions it may be accepted as reliable

although its lists are by no means complete. The cause for a vacancy

is not always stated, and the date assigned may refer to the voidance

or to the ensuing appointment. Sometimes only the name of the official

head appears without any reference to the time of his promotion, res-

ignation or demise. For the present purpose, however, these defects

are not serious.

The following table presents the vacancies in the headships of reli-

gious houses between 1340 and 1364. Slight inaccuracies undoubtedly

have crept in, but due allowance having been made in the final computa-

tion, these numbers are substantially correct.

In Voidances Resignations

Included

1340 24

1341 20 2

1342 22

38 Gasquet, p. 150.

"V. C. H. Bucks V, 150.

" Pap. Pet. I, 165.

« Pat. R. 1348, p. 395.

" Monasticon I, p. 274.

^ Gasquet, p. 97.

In
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In Voidances Resignations In Voidances Resignations
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passed. Is it not unreasonable to assume that whenever the epidemic

entered a religious house the head must have fallen? Obviously there

was some chance at least that even when the disease had invaded the

monastery the abbot might escape; there was the second possibility

that though smitten he might recover. To argue to the contrary would

imply that the pestilence swept away every inmate of every monastery

which it invaded. This is unthinkable. Hence, the deduction that

the epidemic entered more than these 115 institutions. Probably it

is nearer the truth to double this number.

And what of the mortality within these ill-fated institutions? Is

it conceivable that when the pestilence smote the abbot there was no

further mortality? Was an epidemic in twelve score monasteries likely

to kill the leader and leave the subordinates? At the most the abbot

was only one in a circle rarely as small as 13 and sometimes as large as

100. If in 115 institutions the disease singled out this particular mem-
ber of the circle how many hundreds and possibly thousands of fellow

monks must have fallen!



CHAPTER III

The Monasteries and the Hundred Years' War

In the wake of a pestilence as fatal as that described in the preceding

chapter, economic disaster was to be expected. Even if it be assumed

that at the moment of the pestilence, the religious houses were on the

flood tide of material prosperity, it would still be impossible to regard

them as not having been seriously affected by economic depression.

But it cannot be insisted too strongly that when the plague entered

England, these houses were not enjoying any thing like normal prosperity.

For several years they had been passing through troublous times. They
had been having difficulty in the collection of their rents; they had been

straitened in paying their dues to the king; sometimes they had been

compelled to seek remission of these dues or deferred periods of payment.

A few were sinking into debt. When, therefore, the plague struck

them, it found them seriously impaired and weakened against any

abnormal strain. What under normal conditions would have taxed

them to the limit of endurance, under these unusual circumstances

simply overwhelmed them. Results that seem incredible if attributed

only to the plague, become quite intelligible when assigned to this con-

juncture of the pestilence with prevailing financial stress.

In order better to understand the bearing of the plague upon econo-

mic conditions, it seems necessary to enumerate some of the abnormal

burdens that were making it so difficult for the religious houses to strug-

gle along. For several years the nation had been feeling the strain

of the Hundred Year's war and the clergy as well as the rest of the nation

had been compelled to replenish the royal treasury. The following

contributions were made by the clergy:

1. A tenth "lately granted by the clergy"—Nov. 13, 1334.^

2. A tenth in process of payment during the year 1335.^

3. A tenth in process of payment during 1336.^

4. A three-yearly tenth "lately granted," March 12, 1338."

5. A two-year tenth "lately granted," Dec. 3, 1340.^

' Pat. R. pp. 46 and 53.

2 Pat. R. p. 112.

=< Pat. R. 1337, p. 536.

* Pat. R. p. 26.

5 Pat. R. pp. 79 and 155 also 1346, p. 120.
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6. A three-yearly tenth beginning in 1343.^

7. A three-yearly tenth beginning in 1345.^

8. A tenth for at least two years from Sept. 20, 1347.^

From the above it is obvious that the religious houses had been

steadily contributing one-tenth of their annual income from 1334 to

the outbreak of the plague. This means that through the Tenth alone

they had given away the full revenue of their possessions for one year

and a half. To realize more vividly the real weight of these annual con-

tributions, the remissions granted by the king are worth recording.

St. Michaels, Staumford 10m.

Catteley 37s. Id.

Sempynham^ £ 48 12s. 7d.

Matherseye £ 4

Lewes £ 32

Vaudey^ £ 23 4s. 9d.

Barlynges £ 20 8s. Sj^d.

Derham £ 13 2s. S^d.

Campesse^ £ 3 7s. 4d.

Westminster £132 13s. 2d.

Chicksand^ £ 9 18s. ^d.

Malton £ 21

Vale Royal £ 18

Beside the Tenth, there was also the Ninth of Sheaves, Fleeces, and

Lambs, voted the king in 1340.1" The clergy paid the Tenth or the

Ninth, but not both, upon the same property. If the assessment was

• Pat. R. Feb. 2, 1345, p. 435.

' Pat. R. Aug. 21, 1347, p. 375.

« Pat. R. pp. 415, 273, 403 and 272.

' Amounts vary slightly for different dates.

>» Statutes of the Realm I, p. 288, 14 Edw. Ill, Stat. I:cxx. By an exempting

clause, it was agreed "that religious men who were not summoned to the Parliament

held in Wednesday after Midlent Sunday in his fourteenth year, wherein a ninth of

sheaves, fleeces, and lambs were granted to him, and who had paid the tenth previously

granted to him on the temporalities' annexed to the spiritualities which were taxed

with such spiritualities for the tenth in 20 Edw. I, were not to be charged with such

ninth." (Pat. R. Nov. 3, 1345, p. 565; Feb. 10, 1346, p. 49.) The exact significance

of this exemption is clearly set forth in a royal proclamation issued immediately after.

"It is not, however, the intent of the king that by pretext of this grant, the poor cotters,

or other, that live of their bodily labor shall be comprehended in the tax of the fifteenth,

nor that bishops, abbots, and priors, who shall pay the ninth sheaf, the ninth fleece,

and the ninth lamb shall be charged on those contained in their tax for the two yearly

tenth last granted to the king by the clergy." (Pat. R. April 20, 1340, p. 499.)
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on temporalities as such, the Ninth was paid, but if upon temporalities

attached to spiritualities in 20 Edw. I, the Tenth was exacted. Although

an over-zealous sheriff sometimes tried to bring a Tenth-paying abbot

into the toils of the Ninth, he was confronted by stubborn resistance

in which the king, as the strict interpreter of the Law, usually decided

adversely to his official. ^^ The Ninth represented a tribute from the

commonalty corresponding to the Tenth from the clergy.^^ Hence
there is no trace whatever of the king's ever having remitted a Ninth

to a religious house whereas he often pardoned Tenths. The explanation,

of course, is simple. There was no occasion to pardon the Ninth since

the monasteries were not paying this tax.

But if the religious houses secured exemption from the Ninth or

the corresponding rebate from the Tenth, they were not so fortunate

in respect to their holdings of wool. As early as 1337 an Ordinance in

Council empowered the king to purchase 30,000 sacks of wool.^^ While

abbots and priors usually played an important place in royal administra-

tion, their names are entirely missing in the long Hst of purchasers of

wool for the several shires. Apparently as the leading wool growers of

the country, they were fleeced by prices so manipulated by the king's

agents as to assure a good margin for the royal treasury.

It was not enough, however, for the monks to have their market

thus fixed by the king's agents, or to be impelled to grant a subsidy

upon each sack of wool.^* There is much evidence that the king's

pay day for this wool was uncertain. All the way through the Rolls

there occurs the ominous phrase—"Promise to pay— " for wool. In

these acknowledgements of debt the monasteries are quite conspicuous.

To illustrate:

Promise to Prior of Bradenstok for £67-19-5

" Abbot of Glastonbury £27-2-2

" Abbot of Seleby 45M
" Prior of Kirkham £72
" Prior of Bridelyngton 90M
" Abbot of Derleve £21-3
" Abbot of Meaux 81M
" Abbot of St. Mary's, York £120
" Prior of Wartre 45M

" Pat. R. Nov. 3, 1345, p. 565 and Feb. 10, 1346, p. 49.

»=Pat. R. May 12, 1342, p. 428.

"Pat. R. July 26, 1337, p. 480.

" Statutes of the Realm, 14 Edw. Ill, Statute I, chap. 21.
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Promise to Prior of Bromnore £28-5-5

" " Prior of Eynsham 51M 3s.

" Prior of Spalding 51M 9-6

" " Prior of Wroxton^s £9-0-18

These acknowledgements were not always for recent receipts of

wool. The abbot of Thorneye secured a promise for wool delivered

nine years past.i« The abbot of Pererboro had to wait eight years ;i^

the abbot of Quarr, three years.^' The abbot of Revesby, after getting

letters-patent acknowledging a claim for £115 worth of wool, decided

to surrender the letter and to accept in lieu thereof, a mortmain hcense

for a church appropriation. The prior of Bromnore followed the same

course. For his claim he accepted a mortmain Hcense to acquire land and

rent worth 10 marks per year.^^ The abbot and convent of Kirkstede

"in consideration of this that by delay in paying for wool taken from

them for the king's use and other misfortunes, they are now in a very

depressed state" settled their account by afccepting an advowson.^"

It is this last case in particular that illumines the situation. Here was

a monastery seriously embarrassed, partially at least by the king's tardy

settlement for wool, and driven at last to a compromise, necessitated

by the king's inability or unwillingness to pay cash. One therefore

wonders to what an extent other religious houses not only suffered

similar inconveniences for long deferred pa>Tnent of their appropriated

wool, but also in the end were forced to accept a heavy discount. Is

it improbable that even a discounted payment was gladly accepted as

an alternative to getting nothing at all?

From wool purchased, but paid for subject to the exigencies of a war

treasury, an easy transition leads to the next phase of the subject,

viz; Loans. Prior to 1338, a few of the larger religious houses made

contributions to the "king's service beyond the sea."—St. Edmunds,

"a chalice of gold with a paten . . . appraised at £115 and possibly

a later grant of £200; Holy Trinity, £20; Peterboro £100; Romesey

15 See also the abbess of Romseye, the abbot of Sulby, the abbot of Deulecres,

the prior of Stone, the abbot of Oseneye, the abbess of Lacock, the prior of Trentham,

the prior of Kenilworth, the abbot of Teukesbury (on all see Pat. R. 1339, p. 288-298;

1340, p. 126, 130, 323, 356; 1343, p. 15, 240.)

" Pat. R. July 8, 1347, p. 352.

" Pat. R. July 16, 1346, p. 150.

18 Pat. R. July 8, 1343, p. 104.

18 Pat. R. July 22, 1353, p. 479 also Jan. 23, 1348, p. 451.

2° Pat. R. Feb. 1340, p. 428.
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£100; Abyndon lOOM; Glastonbury £100; Redynges £l00.2i For these

the king made provision for early repayment through corresponding

drawbacks on the Tenths.^^

But the religious houses as a whole were not to escape through the

generosity of a few of the wealthier ones. It is certain that the king

secured the voluntary or forced financial cooperation of a large number
of the rehgious houses. In the Patent Rolls for June-Dec. 1347, there

is an entry of the king's promise to repay at specified dates prior to

Christmas, 1348 the monies lent "at the receipt of the exchequer toward

the expedition of the war of France."-^ In this list there are no fewer

than 135 contributing institutions. Peterboro, Glastonbury, Hyde, and
St. Edmunds, which as noted above, had previously aided the king, are

again among the donors. Indeed, Glastonbury leads with a £60 loan.

There are two for £50 each, five for £40, seven for £20, eleven for £10,

eleven for 10 marks; fourteen for 100s. The others are entered for

amounts ranging from £36 down to 30s. The assessment does not seem

to have represented any uniformly applied principle of distribution.

From a few specific cases such as Westminster, Derham, and Holy
Trinity, Ipswich, it would seem that the amount was considerably less

than a tenth. Here and there the reader's eye falls upon names that

he will soon recognize in the list of monasteries that staggered under

depression—Coggeshale, Gerondon, Stanleye, Battle, Lavendon, Bar-

desle, Thurgarton. He will note, however, that the alien priories are

exempted.

It is to be hoped that the king's "promise to pay" was faithfully

honored and that money soon to be sorely needed by the monasteries,

was turned back into their treasuries just in the nick of time. Yet

here there is some ground for doubt. The prior of Ely certainly did not

get his £50, since there appears a treasury order of April 1st, 1349 based

on the fact that " the prior lent the king that sum in aid of his expenses

for the war of France, and the king promised the same at All Saints

1348.2* In June, 1353, the king still owed the abbot of Peterboro

more than £200.-^ In August-November, 1359, bonds were issued to

21 Pat. R. 1340, p. 450, also July 27, 1338, p. 122; also May 24, 1340, p. 526.

" An interesting side light is thus thrown upon the real proportions of the Tenth

when it is indicated that the monasteries mentioned above, could be repaid such

amounts as the above by a rebate on the two-year Tenth.

^ Pat. R. June 6, 1347, p. 337f.

-* Pat. R. April 1, 1349, p. 15.

25 a. R. June 20, 1353, p. 550.
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the abbots of Rameseye, Abyndon, Glastonbury, Durham, and Glou-

cester for large amounts "lent at the receipt of exchequer. "^'^ If the

king was able thus to disregard his obligations to these greater abbots

it may be questioned if the weaker ones fared any better or even as well.

Thus far attention has been directed to the religious houses as a

whole. But it is necessary to note the special disabiUties under which

the alien priories found themselves because of the conflict between the

kings of England and France. As those who paid " tax or tribute without

the realm taking sterlings, silver in plate and vessels of gold and silver

without the realm, and bringing in false money or counterfeit sterlings";"

as "aliens who have many times sent victuals, armor, money, jewels,

archers, and other men from England to France and other parts to the

king's enemies while at war with him";"^ as houses receiving aliens

"who move about in every direction secretly spying out with all their

might the secrets and counsels of the king and revealing the same to

his enemies""^—these houses were viewed with suspicion by the nation

generally. It therefore was easy "for the king by pretext of an ordi-

nance made by him and the council under the impulse of necessity" to

decree that he "should be answered of the fruits and issues of the

benefits of aliens for the defense of the realm and the Church of Eng-

land during the war with France or until further orders."^" In July,

1337, these alien houses jvith their- possessions.,were taken over into

the king's hand. Excepktijig.,a'btief pertod- in the. interim of 1337-1341

during which tiniQ •some were restored to their foreign headship, the

situation so rerp<j.ined until .February 10. 1361, when the king formally

relinquished his control. Irrespective, oi the possessions of seyeral alien

abbots and abbesses dwelling abroad, this administration aff^.cted 104

institutions.^^

The first source of royal income derived from these houses, was the

farm annually paid by the custodian as a condition of his tenure of

office. How considerable was the king's revenue therefrom may be best

2s Pat. R. 1359, p. 257-266, 306.

"Pat. R.June 12, 1336, p. 296.

=« Pat. R. July 26, 1348, p. 170.

=^Pat. R. March 15, 1345, p. 498.

3»Pat. R. March 8, 1348, p. 89.

21 Pat. R. Oct. 26, 1344, p. 348 and Feb. 16, 1361, p. 558.
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appreciated by the following

keepers.

Derhurst

Newent

Arundel

Ware

Wenlok

Hermondesworth

Haylyng

Okebourne

Montacute

Cogges

Minstre Lovell

Ravensdale

Wotton

Swaveseye

Lappeleye

Frompton

Stoke

Eye

Fecamp

Wenghale

Pritewell

Lyntor

St. Neots . .

St: Helens

Appeldercombe

Caresbrook

St. Faith, Horsham

Kirkeby, Monarchorum

Hynkele

Blyth

Holy Trinity, York

Andevere

Thetford

Sautre

Thrulegh

Folkeston

Horton

Styvynton

schedule of farms paid by the respective

£110 P. R. 1349 p. 272

£130 1349 272

£ 27 1349 113

£140 1350 133

200M. 1352 220

£ 80 1338 56

£ 80 1338 65

£230 1338 154

£120 1338 182

£ 10 1337 522

£ 40 1344 258

16M. 1344 197

£ 20 (at least) 1355 271

£ 50 (at least) 1343 108

£ 20 C. R. 1354 26

£100 P. R. 1347 408

£120 (at least) 1350 574

£ 80 1350 574

500M. 1349 272

' lOOs.
''' 1345 539

£ 40 ' '• ' ^ 1345 464

40M. 1345 456

£16G : ' . .1349 410

• "40s. ... 1355 • 318

80M. 1355 318

£100 1355 318

lOOM. 1351 83

68-6-8 1351 83

£ 32 1351 106 -

23-6-8 1351 177

lOOM. 1351 177

40M. 1351 132

21-10 1351 141

£ 40 1351 191

£ 72 1357 512

£ 35 1357 512

40M. 1349 416

£ 70 1349 416



£ 50
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There was yet another hardship inflicted upon some of the aUen

priors in connection with the custody of their houses. In the selection

of the custodian, the usual procedure seems to have been to use the acting

head, making him responsible for the collection of the farm.^^ Naturally

such a prior-custodian would be disposed to protect the interests of

his house and not to use his prerogative as a royal custodian for self-

aggrandizement. Sometimes, however, the king took another course

by resorting to the pernicious policy of selecting an outsider who
had no other interest than to exploit the priory to the limit of its for-

bearance.^^

From the case of the priory of Lancaster, administered jointly by

the abbot of Whalleye and the king's clerk, some suggestions may be

gathered as to how this scheme of royal administration was applied .^^

To each resident monk, the custodians paid 18d. per week for wages

and expenses, and 10s. yearly for "his vestments and shoes." To the

prior a double allowance was assigned. After paying the king's annual

fee, the custodians appropriated the surplus revenues. Not knowing

how long they would retain the custodianship, there was obviously no

attempt to improve or even maintain the priory estates.

Burdened with such exactions it was only a matter of time until

these alien priories should become financially embarrassed. After 1346

the king seems to have confronted an acute condition of affairs in these

institutions. He pardoned Pritevell £20 of wools "having regard to

3< Pat. R. July 13, 1343, p. 108.

'5 To illustrate—William Fraunke made petition that in recompense of £332-9-8

wherein "the king is bound to him by bills under the seals of the king's clerk . . .

he might have the custody of the priory (Swaveseye) at the extent until his debt be

paid; the king as well for his own advantage as in consideration of the good service

of the said William has granted the petition." (Pat. R. Dec. 10, 1340, p. 73.) To

pay a £100 debt the priory of Linton was handed over to Guy Ferre, Knight. (Pat.

R. March 1, 1345, p. 456.) Creswell was assigned to Burghersh in lieu of a loan which

the king evidently was unable to pay at the promised time. (Pat. R. Jan. 14, 1344,

p. 154 cf. Feb. 22, 1345, p. 347.) To one of his clerks the custody of Hamel was

given. (Pat. R. Sept. 2, 1344, p. 351); to another Stok Cursy. (CI. R. Dec. 10, 1357,

p. 381.) Beaulieu was committed to Thomas de Bourne for the nominal sum of

£10. Later "in consideration of the good and gratuitous service of the said Thomas

the king pardons him the said farm without rendering anything." (Pat. R. Sept. 28,

1343, p. 124.) Nobody for a moment imagines that any of these custodians accepted

what must have been an unpopular task merely to please the king. Some took the

office in order to cancel debts. Others received the appointment as hangers-on at

Court, in which capacity they took pains to recoup themselves for all the service that

they had ever rendered the king.

» CI. R. AprU 3, 1356, p. 249.
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the charges which the house has to bear;"" also Lappelye for £18
arrears of its farm.-'^** To Lenton "so depressed that all the fruits,

rents, and profits will not in these days suffice for the payment of the
said farm and the yearly tenth ... the king has granted license to

lease a manor . . . and to sell portions of the tithes of sheaves. "^^

The prior and convent of Bermundeseye " ... on account of the in-

tolerable charges daily incumbent upon them in keeping in repair the
breach of Bermundeseye for the defense of their land there, as well as
for the great sums which they pay yearly to the king for their farm with
other aliens is licensed to lease a manor ... to relieve their estate and
to discharge part of their debt."^o To the prior of Tuttebury "who in

these days is very grievously depressed by poverty," a remission of

arrears was granted."*^ The priory of Burwell "very greatly impoverished
by the farmers and by the tenths which it with others has paid to the
king" was discharged of a 60s. "new subsidy granted by alien priors.*^

Another group of institutions presented a more intricate problem
for the king. Here is the list (inclusive it is to be noted) of some of

the strongest of the alien priories—Ware, Newent, Noion-Neufmarche,
Derhurst, Ecclesfield, Hamel, Uphavene, Avebury, Blyth, Tuttebury,
Halyng, and St. Faith, Horshan.^^ These were all in arrears with their

farms and rents and the king in order to protect himself took drastic

measures. He solved the difficulty not by remitting arrears but by
appointing commissioners to enforce payment. The commissioners,
some of whom were the king's Sergeants-at-arms were given powers
"compeUing payments by the strength and attachment of the bodies
of defaulters to be brought to the exchequer." Evidently with these
houses it was not so much inability as disinclination to pay. The farmer-
priors were finding it impossible to collect from recalcitrant tenants.

Hence the royal arm intervened to lend assistance. Just what lies

behind the scene is rather difficult to determine. If all these priors

had been "outside" custodians, a simple interpretation would be, that
the monks, exasperated at the prospect of exploitation by men having

" Pat. R. Sept. 24, 1347, p. 308.

38 Pat. R.Jan. 1, 1347, p. 297.

3^ Pat. R. June 26, 1347, p. 351.

"Pat. R. June 12, 1340, p. 543.

^' Pat. R. June 15, 1341, p. 232.

« Pat. R. July 10, 1347, p. 355.

« Pat. R. 1347, p. 303, 423, 317, 461, 355, 382: 1344, p. 308, 351, 329, 334: 1342,

p. 385, 442: 1348, p. 91, 46: 1346, p. 241.
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no interest in their houses had resisted and embarrassed the keeper by

prevaiUng upon the tenants to refuse their rentals. One instance of

this probably does occur in the case of Stok-Cursy, farmed by a king's

clerk, against whom "the great and powerful men of the country" rose

in defiance, refusing their rent.**' But this explanation will not apply

where the custodians were the regular priors. There seems reason to

believe that the root of the trouble lay in the appointment of the keeper.

Hence in the case of the priory of Montacute where the king first ap-

pointed one of the monks to the keepership and then substituted the

prior: "It now appears that divers tenants and farmers of the priory

had not paid their rents due before the said Oct. 3 to the said John,

chiefly on the ground that the custody is now committed to another

and the king has appointed him to compel payment of these by distraints

or other such means as may be expedient. "*^

This explanation is reasonably satisfactory. It accounts for the

arrearages in question, and harmonizes with the king's policy of appoint-

ing commissioners to strengthen the hands of the keeper. It also explains

the occasional references to waste and misrule in connection with ad-

ministration.''^

Up to this point attention has been focused upon the financial assis-

tance rendered to the king by the religious houses. Coast-guard service

was another burden which fell upon the houses contiguous to the sea.

These houses were expected to guard vulnerable coast points within,

or adjacent to, their respective lands. But if there was "imminent

danger by the invasion of the enemy elsewhere in the country" the

prior and his tenants were supposed "to advance with all their power

to offer opposition.*^ It would seem that sometimes the king imposed

upon a monastery a part at least of the expense of quartering his army

« CI. R. 1357, p. 382.

« Pat. R. 1339, p. 280-1.

« But see also further discussion, p. 48, 49.

' Upon the petition of the prior of Rochester "showing that the hundred of Haa

is impoverished and inhabited chiefly by poor men and the place there called Yenlite,

being deep and suited for mooring of ships is a source of peril in these times of war,

and that the lands of the i-rior and his tenants in that hundred are adjacent to the

said place, order to charge the prior and his tenants to guard the place called Yenlite

and other neighboring places where the enemy might land. Proviso that if there be

imminent danger that the prior and his said tenants shall advance with all their power

to oppose them without the said hundred." (CI. R. April 16, 1360, p. 106.)
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in the district, or en route to France.*^ In consequence of these services

some houses were so reduced that the king felt compelled to grant them

special remissions.^^

The monasteries on the coast were fated to feel the brunt of the

plundering and burning which formed so conspicuous a factor in the

Hundred Years' War. In Southampton, which was plundered and

burnt on account of the negligence of the coast keepers, several houses

experienced great reverses.^" The king had to remit arrears for the

prior of Newent who was unable to collect his rents on account of the

ravages of the enemy. Portsmouth suffered the same fortune at the

hands of the invader. Hence in 1346 the king had to extend "protec-

tion for two years for the master and brethren of the hospital of St.

Mary Magdalen of Portsmouth, now so impoverished by frequent

attacks by alien enemies of the king and priories, of their houses and

possessions that they have not whereof to live unless relieved by the

faithful elsewhere. "^^

** The prior or Christ Church, Canterbury, secured by royal order a shipload of

wheat "to take to his priory for maintenance of himself and his men abiding with

them upon the safeguard of the shores of Kent, against the attacks of the king's ene-

mies ... as the king desires to show favor to the prior by reason of the charges he

bore at the time the king abode with his army in Kent upon his passage to France and

of the expenses he must daily incur in connection with the safeguard aforesaid. " (CI.

R. March 16, 1360, p. 141.)

^'"The king, taking into consideration that the abbey (Torre Devon) being

situated on the sea coast has sustained expenses and intolerable charges for the defense

of those parts has pardoned all that pertains respecting ninths. ..." (Pat. R.

Nov. 6, 1348, p. 206.)

5» Pat. R. July 13, 1343, p. 108.

"(Pat. R. Jan. 14, 1344, p. 268; Oct. 13, 1338, p. 181; Jan. 6, 1343, p. 575;

Nov. 20, 1346, p. 209.) " Grant to the prior and the convent of Suthwyk that whereas

their lands and rents in Portsmouth and Southampton . . . have been burned and

consumed by the king's enemies of France that they shall not be charged with the

payment of Tenths and talliages for three years." (Pat. R. Oct. 22, 1342, p. 579.)

The abbess and convent of Tarent "on their petition setting forth that their houses

and possessions in the county of Dorset had been burned and destroyed by an invasion

of the king's enemies in those parts" were licensed to cut down two himdred acres of

under wood in their demesne wood. (Pat. R. Sept. 30, 1343, p. 127.) Protection was

granted "for one year for the prior of Dodenasseh whose enemies daily endeavor to

seize and draw away his possessions and goods whereby the priory is in many ways

depressed." (Pat. R. July 23, 1348, p. 127.) For the abbey of Bynedon "which

is now so burdened with debt and depressed in state by frequent visits by the king's

alien enemies coming upon them unawares, as well as of other mariners calling there

that its ruin is probable unless speedy relief is applied" the king appointed a custodian

to apply the revenues ... in discharge of debts and relief of the estate thereof.
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What the enemies of France were to the religious houses of the

South, the Scots, allies of France were to the monasteries of the North.

Periodically these wild freebooters burst over the border and spread

destruction on every side. Traces of their devastation appear all the

way through from the third to the eighth decade of the century.*^

(Pat. R. Ajjiil 13, 1348, p. 52.) Exactly parallel was the case of Lettele "so depressed

by the coming thither as well of alien enemies and other mariners calling there and
passing over to foreign parts, and other causes so that it cannot pay its debts. " (Pat.

R. Dec. 28, 1347, p. 445.)

""In consideration of the great losses caused by frequent forays of the Scots,"

the abbey of Holt Coltran received a mortmain license for an advowson. (Pat. R.

March 29, 1332, p. 266.) The house of St. Robert of Knaresborough was "lately

destroyed by the Scots. " (Pat. R. April 8, 1332, p. 272.) "For relief of their estate

in the destruction of their possessions by the forays of the Scotch" the hospital of

St. Mary, Newcastle, secured a mortmain license to acquire land and rent. So also

did St. Oswald's Nostell. (Pat. R. Aug. 2, 1333, p. 459, 460.) "In consideration

of losses by frequent forays of the Scots," St. Cuthbert's, Durham was pardoned a

debt of £300. (Pat. R. Aug. 13, 1333, p. 461.) The hospital of St. Mary Magdalene
was also destroyed by the Scots. (Pat. R. Aug. 28, 1333, p. 468.) "Out of compas-
sion for heavy losses sustained by the priory of Brynkebourne " the king remitted

a rent. (Pat. R. June 26, 1334, p. 551.) "By diverse fires and other misfortunes

lately caused by the Scots in their frequent forays as well as by the destruction of their

movables by them, the estate of the abbey of Newminster is so impoverished that the

revenues no longer suijfice for the support of the monks of the house and the works
of piety." (Pat. R. Nov. 11, 1335, p. 176.) Tynemuth "by reason of the Scots as

by the coming thither of magnates and others making stay there" was also insufficient

for its maintenance and defense. (Pat. R. Feb. 8, 1341, p. 129.) St. Agathas by
Richmond "miserably depressed and impoverished by the last coming into England
of the king's enemies the Scots "was relieved by a church appropriation." (Pat. R.

July 14, 1347, p. 362.) "In Edw. Ill the king's enemies, the Scots, entered the priory

of EUerton and took and carried away seven charters and writings . . . and the

priory was totally despoiled by the Scots. " (Pat. R. Jan. 20, 1348, p. 453.) Croxton

was burnt and its possessions harried by the Scots. (Pap. Pet. 1:128.) Bj'land

suffering from hostile and horrible invasions" was denuded of its church ornaments

and loaded with debt. (Pap. Pet. 1:18. See also Hist. Pap. of Northern Registers

CCXLV and VI.) After the raid into Cumberland at Michaelmas 1345 "because

very many manors, towns, hamlets, lands, and places of the country with the crops,

animals, and other goods in them were almost entirely burned and destroyed," the

religious men and other ecclesiastics petitioned against a grievous distraint for the

last tenths and fifteenths granted by the clerg>^ and commonalty." (Pat. R. I\Iarch

10, 1346, p. 105.) The fairness of this plea may be judged from the fact that "in

consideration of deterioration due to the earlier inroads of the Scots" in Edward II's

reign, assessment on church property was reduced in one case from £40 to 40s. and in

another from £40 to 36 marks. (Pat. R. 1339, p. 208, 253.)
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Although Strictly not connected with the Hundred Years' War, this

chapter would be incomplete if in closing, reference was not made to

another "visitation" which contributed to the economic embarrassment

precipitated by the pestilence,—namely, the floods and inundations

which throughout the fourth decade of this century caused considerable

losses throughout the southern and eastern shires.^^

In these inundated areas many of the religious houses had enjoyed

only a precarious prosperity, so that in flood seasons they experienced

real distress. In addition to the loss of harvests and the discomfort of

invading waters within their cells, they had the care of extending shelter

and hospitahty to unfortunates who were forced to flee before the rising

flood.5^

« On the confines of Kent and Sussex, Geoffrey Knelle and Isabel Aucher had

six hundred and fifty acres of land inundated by water. The towns of Wjoigenhale,

Walpole, Walsokne, Tylnye, in 1347 complained that floods had swept over the great

part of the residue of their lands which had escaped in the eleventh year of the king's

reign. (Pat. R. 1347, p. 395; 1348, p. 178.) In Holdernesse " the king's demesne lands,

as well as other lands, are entirely inundated ... by frequent storms that have

broken the hithes and walls of the waters of Hull and Humber." (Pat. R. Feb. 12,

1350, p. 518.) The town of Rye "surrounded on all sides by the sea . . . has in great

part been consumed by the sea and in other ways and the total destruction of the

town is feared." (Pat. R. May 21, 1348, p. 93.)

5*Hayling "had two hundred and sixty acres of arable land, wood, pasture, and

heath swallowed up by the sea . . . whereby the prior has lost entirely a large amount

of rent and profit supporting alms." (Pat. R. June 20, 1346, p. 131.) The friars

Minor of Boston lost letters, deeds, goods, and chattels "by the sea flooding their

houses wherein they were." (Pat. R. May 8, 1354, p. 36.) St. Mary's, Langley,

complained "that their income from the marshes has been much reduced by flood

both by river and sea, as well as by the number of people asking hospitality. (Pap.

Pet. 1:291.) The prior of Spalding solicited a church appropriation because "a great

part of their possessions is situated between streams of fresh water and the sea, so

that they suffer much from inundations ... so that they are burdened with debt

and the duties of hospitality." (Pap. Pet. 1:213.) The monastery of Battle "is

near the seashore and has suffered much from inundation and wars and is burdened

with debt." (Pap. Pet. 1:202.) St. Peter's, Shrewsbury "situated on the public

road is exposed to inundations and much of it has fallen." (Pap. Pet. 1:91.) Tidal

floods invaded St. Mary's, Neath. (Pap. Pet. 1:62.) St. Bennet, Hulm states "that

their lands, possessions aind fruits are greatly reduced by floods, fire, oppressions and

the duties of hospitality." (Pap. Pet. 1:37.) St. Mary's, Selby "burdened by

unwonted charges on account of the floods that cover their lands for three miles

or more and have destroyed a great part of the enbankment in building which the

convent and abbot have spent much and when the work was nearly finished, it was

swept away. " (Pap. Pet. 1:117.) Leiston had its periodical reverses
—

"its lands and

pastures are often inundated and destroyed by tempests at sea, so that their crops

and animals fail, and they have not whereof to live and support the alms and work

incumbent on their house." (Pat. R. Aug. 19, 1344, p. 349.)



CHAPTER IV

Hard Times

The mortality due to the pestilence within the ranks of the Regular

clergy and especially among its leaders has been discussed in preceding

pages.^ It has been shown^ that considerably over one hundred heads

were swept away by the plague. These fatalities represented a loss

not only of administrative experience in a critical hour, but also of

revenue during the time of the vacancy, inasmuch as all the rents payable

during the lapse in headship usually passed into the royal treasury.

Sometimes, however, the king in exchange for a fee proportioned to

the length of the vacancy, allowed the monastery to retain its tempo-

ralities undisturbed. Through the financial terms embodied in these

agreements between the sovereign and the religious houses, it becomes

possible to estimate the economic loss to the monasteries connected

with these vacancies.

In practically every negotiation the king reserved to himself the

knight's fees and advowsons of the vacancy period. In addition

—

Glastonbury paid 1000 marks per year and pro rata for a longer

or shorter term.^

Abyndon paid 100 marks per month and pro rata.^

Rameseye paid 600 marks for the first three months, or 2000 marks

per year.^

St. Alban's paid 1000 marks outright, for the full vacancy.^

Certeseye paid 500 marks per four months and pro rata.'^

Wilton paid £60 for the voidance outright.^

Middleton paid 40 marks per month and pro rata.^

Thorneye paid £40 for four months and pro rata.^"

' See chapter II.

2 See p. 17, 18.

' C. R. Jan. 27, 1332, p. 426.

* C. R. Aug. 27, 1332, p. 490.

' P. R. Nov. 16, 1342, p. 564.

« P. R. Dec. 8, 1355, p. 320.

^ P. R. Feb. 26, 1342, p. 379.

» P. R. June 2, 1340, p. 545.

» C. R. Maj' 28, 1331, p. 238.

" P. R. May 27, 1348, p. 103.
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St. Mary, Leicester paid 4 marks for four months and pro rata."

Bardenay paid £10 per month and pro rata.^-

Cirencester paid £100 for three months and pro rata.^^

St. Frideswide paid 10 marks for two months and pro rata.^*

Romeseye (nunnery) paid 20 marks for the first month and pro

rata.^^

Pershore paid £36 for two months and pro rata.^^

St. Augustine, Canterbury paid 600 marks for the vacancy outright.^^

Kenilworth paid £117-2-8 per year or pro rata.^*

Shafton paid £100 outright."

Tayystok paid £40 for four months or 100 marks per year.^"

St. Edmund's paid 1200 marks for one year or less.^^

Peterboro paid 400 marks outright.^^

St. Peter's, Gloucester paid 100 marks per year pro rata.^^

Plympton paid £100 and pro rata.^'*

Occasionally a religious house was exempted from any vacancy fee,

as for instance Shaftesbury, St. Mary's, Dover, Great Malvern, Raven-

eston, St. Bartholomew, Lenton, Merton, Llanthony, Battle, Drax,

and "all religious houses of the Cistercians." In such cases the king's

ofi&cer usually came to the priory gate to take seisin in the king's name,

or a royal "janitor" might remain in the priory during the period of

the voidance.

Assuming that the period of the vacancy was terminated without

any unnecessary delay through technicalities raised by the king, it is

clear that even a minimum fee such as indicated above was no light

incumbrance. And when a religious house had the misfortune to lose

several heads in rapid succession, as indeed several had, the financial

strain was exceedingly heav>', involving the diversion into extraneous

" P. R. Nov. 6, 1363, p. 415.

12 C. R. Sept. 6, 1353, p. 153.

13 C. R.Nov. 28, 1358, p. 481.

" C. R. April 27, 1349, p. 27.

15 C. R. April 30, 1349, p. 29.

i« C. R. July 16, 1349, p. 40.

" C. R. Sept. 20, 1349, p. 104.

18 C. R. July 28, 1361, p. 200.

19 C. R. July 1, 1362, p. 343.

20C. R. Aug. 4, 1362, p. 351.

21 C. R. March 4, 1361, p. 168.

22 C. R. June 20, 1353, p. 550.

23 P. R. Jan. 30, 1327, p. 243.

2" P. R. Feb. 4, 1366, p. 215.
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channels, of practically the entire revenue of the house for months and
even years. St. Alban's may be cited as an illustration:

—"In consider-

ation of the intolerable charges sustained by the abbot and convent

of St. Alban's, by frequent voidance of the abbey the king has granted

that of the 1000 marks wherein they are held to him by the last voidance

by the death of Michael the last abbot, they shall pay for the present

year 100 marks, one moiety at midsummer and the other at Christmas,

and 100 marks at each subsequent Easter and Michaelmas until the

whole be paid."^^ Five years later this burden of the voidance fee

was still oppressing them even to the point of making necessary the

leasing of some of their lands.^^ St. Augustine's, Canterbury, also

seems to have felt the same burden. ^^

But the suspension of revenue, or the corresponding fee, was not

the only drain connected with the voidance. There was the exploitation

of escheators, to which monastic properties were subjected during the

period of the vacancy. So serious, indeed, had this become that a

complaint had been made to the king, and in response to this petition

emanating from the prelates and clergy a statute had been passed re-

quiring that "our escheators shall cause to be well kept the voidances

without doing waste or destruction in the manors, parks, ponds, or woods;

and they shall sell no underwood, nor hunt in the parks or warrens,

nor fish in ponds nor free fishings nor shall rack nor take fines of the

tenants free nor bond, but shall keep and save as much as pertaineth

to the said voidances without (doing harm) or any manner of oppres-

sion. "^^ Other provisions of this same statute empowered the religious

house itself to farm the temporalities, thereby assuring the king the

revenue of the vacancy and yet protecting the monastery from unscrupu-

lous spoliation of its properties. This, be it noted, was the explicit

reason assigned for some of the contracts entered into between monastery

and sovereign.^^

But it was not enough for the king to receive the voidance revenue

nor for the escheator to enrich himself and his friends by misappropriating

«Pat. R. Feb. 12, 1350, p. 476.

^ Pat. R. Dec. 8, 1355, p. 320.

" Pat. R. June 23, 1349, p. 330.

2» Statutes of realm 1:294.

^°It was "in \aewof the great damage to the abbey of Certeseye in times of voidance

by waste of their woods, groves, and other appurtenances by escheators and other keep-

ers thereof, in pursuance of 14 Edward III" that the fee was fixed at 50 marks for

each four months. (Pat. R. Feb. 20, 1342, p. 379.) Also "in view of the wastes and

losses sustained in their wood and possessions . . . while in the custody of escheators

and others during voidance that the abbess of Romsey secured a contract fee of £20

per month during the voidance.
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the temporalities. The newly elected abbot, as a token of appreciation

of the king's confirmation of his appointment was expected to confer

upon one of the royal clerks a pension of 100s. yearly, to continue until

such time as the pension could be collated to a benefice.^° Fortunately

in spite of the fact that the Black Death necessitated six score of these

pensions, so great was the demand for clergymen that these newly pen-

sioned clerks were soon placed in benefices and hence the religious houses

were speedily relieved of the pension burden. This factor therefore

may be dismissed as comparatively trifling, although it should be noted

that Certeseye felt the payment sufficiently heavy to petition the king

for relief and St. Alban's was glad to give an advowson in order to get

rid of a pension.^^

The economic significance of the heavy death toll among the populace

next demands attention. That forty per cent at least of the people

were swept away with all the suddenness of a flood, makes the Black

Death a "turning point" in the economic history of England. It is

not to be wondered at, therefore, if students of social and economic

history have emphasized the economic import of the pestilence upon the

nation as a whole. Into this broader national aspect of the plague, it

is not for us to enter, but rather to apply the generally accepted

conclusions to the particular subject under consideration.

It is known that thousands of sheep and cattle perished on the

ranges; that at the rumor of approaching disease, tenants fled panic

stricken from their homes; that tenants died like flies, leaving the manors

in silence as a cemetery; that rents immediately failed; that wages

soared; that manorial profits shrivelled; that laborers grew insolent

and arbitrary; that bondsmen gained their freedom; that mills stopped;

that buildings went to ruin; that markets and fairs ceased to exist; that

fishermen died in boat loads; that the revenue of stampage declined;

that boroughs were unable to collect their farms; that road tolls de-

creased; that passage dues failed; that even the courts for a time were

paralyzed.

Recalling what was emphasized in the introductory chapter respecting

the intimate contact between the monastery and the community, is it

not clear that each of the consequences enumerated above represents a

group of religious houses smitten by depression? If cattle and sheep

perished, were not some of these upon the pastures of the monasteries?

3»Pat. R.July 12, 1347, p. 356.

" CL R. May 14, 1350, p. 222.
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Did the religious houses not have their tenants and their bondmen?
Were mills not a factor in their income? Had the monasteries not

farmed the markets and the borough fees? Had they not gathered

toll and passage dues? Had they not enjoyed the perquisites of court?

Was it not inevitable therefore that through one, if not indeed through

many of these economic avenues, practically every religious house must
have felt the pressure of disaster?

Speculation, however, is unnecessary. The actual situation is

reflected in the appeals for assistance directed to the king by the monas-

teries seeking some concession in partial relief of their distress. In the

period 1350-65 there were no fewer than 152 religious institutions that

secured some concession of this character. They are distributed as fol-

lows :

1349 houses sed
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words, in the eight years between 1350 and 1357 when the depression

was greatest, there were three times as many cases of distress as in the

twenty-seven years preceding the visitation.

The details connected with these appeals for aid reveal the terrible

distress through which the religious houses must have passed. Thirty-

one institutions reached such a crisis that the sheriff's seizure seemed

imminent, and the king in order to prevent distraints was constrained

to interpose with his protection. There were at least eleven houses in

which the revenues so dwindled that the monks had not sufficient to

live unless relieved from without. There were cases where the monks

or nuns, despairing of food, dispersed, leaving the house "of itself

unable to rise again." Of some it is recorded "that servants and

households in the last pestilence died totally and their lands remained

for the most part untilled, and their crops perished miserably not gathered

in . . . and tenements wherefrom the rents of the priory arose have

remained empty by the death of the tenants." It is not infrequent

to find creditors suing for claims and arrearages so accumulated upon

lands and farm "that no one dares to take any of the land for fear of

the said arrears of the farm. " Again and again the king's reduction of

fee, time extension, or entire remission of his farm were not sufficient

for the crisis. The entire administration of the monastery had to be

transferred into the hands of royal receivers in the endeavor to enforce

payments of long deferred arrears. In scores of instances distress

was such that relief was sought from church appropriations, reductions

of the annual farm, remission of dues—any possible shift by which the

crisis might be tided over. Here and there a house having exhausted

all its rentals and harvests and hoarded treasures, sought to meet its

liabilities by cutting down its oaks and other trees. But even then all

was in vain
—"the farm is in arrears, the church and house of the priory

threatened to fall in ruins, and he (prior) has already sold the priory

wood to pay his farm so that there is nothing now to pay the farm with."^^

Another evidence of this economic depression within the religious

houses is to be found in the "Recognizances." These were acknowledge-

ments of debt made before the court, resembling in many respects

court judgments of our own times.

'^ From this brief characterization of the situation, the reader may turn to

appendix I for a schedule that much more vividly reflects this economic crisis.

See pages 74-88.
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alms, whereas in the third decade about two score were going up and

down the land seeking the doles of the people. Is it to be argued from

this that these hospitals no longer needed the aid of the community?

Is it not rather that times were so hard that begging was of no avail?

Silence in respect to these hospitals keeps the veil over what must

have been one of the most tragic chapters in all their history. P'urther-

more, if only four score monasteries had judgments entered against

them, does this imply that none of the others had debts which they were

unable to pay? Is it not obvious that the most embarrassed were the

very ones not forced into court? Of what use was a judgment if a

house was bankrupt? Finally if 152 made appeals to the king for aid,

does this imply that the hundreds of others needed no such appeal?

Manifestly it was not so with the four score that were brought before

the courts. The fact is, that no matter how embarrassed a monastery

found itself, it could not rush forthwith to the king. It had to have

some ground upon which it could reasonably appeal to royal compassion.

This the alien priories had in the farm which they annually paid to the

king. It is probable that while such a large percentage of these priories

appear in the impoverished class, an equally large proportion of the

domestic houses was similiarly affected though their names do not

appear, inasmuch as they had no special cause to plead as a basis for

royal clemency. They may have had just as grave financial diihculties,

but they were forced to struggle on in silence for lack of any basis upon

which to negotiate with their sovereign.



CHAPTER V

The Financial Crisis

In the light of what has preceded, it is evident that in the crisis pre-

cipitated by the pestilence, the religious houses found themselves con-

fronted with two overshadowing problems—first, that of filling the

clerical ranks depleted by death, and secondly that of financing their way

through a period of depression. It is now necessary to examine the

steps by which attempts were made to surmount these two problems.

Undoubtedly it was the pressure of the former that first weighed upon

the monasteries. While the details of the preceding chapter are fresh

within the reader's mind, it seems advantageous to set aside this chrono-

logical consideration and to pass immediately to the financial crisis,

reserving for the concluding chapter the problem of finding recruits to fill

the gaps of the deceased.

There are several reasons why one might expect the king to have

formulated a strong financial policy calculated to relieve the monasteries

in their hour of embarrassment. They had already made handsome

contributions to his v/ar chest, reheving him more than once from humili-

ating retrenchment in his military campaigns. There can be little ques-

tion that in some instances, at least, the religious institutions had been

reduced to sore straits not so much because of the plague as for the reason

that they had backed the king beyond the real limits of their resources.

In gratitude therefore, it was surely incumbent upon Edward III to have

devised some scheme for substantial and general relief of the monasteries.

Expediency, if no other consideration, so directed. The king could ill

afford to see institutions, whose interests economically as well as morally

were so interwoven with those of the nation, submerged beyond recovery

in the floods of bankruptcy. Their resources had been a bulwark to the

nation in the brilliant Cressy campaign and a renewal of the war was

certain as soon as both nations had partially recovered. The financial

aid of the monasteries, therefore, was likely again to be needed, which in

the nature of the case would be limited by the measure of their recupera-

tion from the effects of the pestilence.

It is to be observed, that Edward had early shown some evidences of

appreciation of the value of the monasteries by granting during the years

1331 and 1338 inclusive, mortmain Hcenses to 144 religious houses. Nor

was this all. In Dertford he founded and endowed two houses of the
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Friars Preachers ; to the Hall of Queen Philippa at Oxford he made sub-

stantial gifts; a like interest he showed in the Hall of the King's Scholars,

Cambridge, and in the chapels at Windsor and Westminster.

When the great strain came upon the monasteries in 1349, as already

indicated^ clemency was extended by the royal treasury to such as had

experienced exceptionally heavy misfortune. In the aggregate the num-

ber relieved was not small and the remissions involved deprived the king

of a large amount of money. At first it might seem that this sacrifice

was impelled by real gratitude "in consideration of the many subsidies

made to the king." But a closer examination reveals only a shrewd,

calculating self-interest. Genuine gratitude would scarcely have been

satisfied in pardoning the arrears to a few desperately embarrassed houses.

It would have issued a general remission of the Tenths for a part at least

of this trying period. Of this there is no indication whatever. Five

biennial Tenths, a triennial, and a j^early completely span the period

between 1347 and 1360. Evidently the king had no scruples in burden-

ing the religious houses to the utmost of their resources. In dispensing

a royal pardon, it was not so much "in consideration of the many subsi-

dies already granted" as that one more exaction was likely to drive the

unfortunate house into complete ruin. And this the king obviously was

anxious to avoid.

The king's policy was to promote his private interest in the welfare of

embarrassed houses. Grace at least, was cheap. He could issue a

mortmain license without draining his treasury. And this he did. In

the earlier part of his reign he issued approximately 100 of these licenses.

Between 1340 and 1349 there is a marked decrease in licenses—only 64.

But between 1349 and 1351 there is a significant rise to double the number

of the preceding years. The inference is clear. Distressed houses not

already in possession of a license turned to the king to secure one. Al-

though it may be safely assumed that many of these licenses, especially

those issued in the earlier part of his reign, are not distress signals, it is to

be noted that in several of the later cases the connection between poverty

and the license is expressly stated, as, for instance, Romeseye nunnery,

Pynham, Marleburgh, Drax, Henton, St. James.^ At least 139 had not

exhausted the licenses given to them before the pestilence. Fully 200,

therefore, had the king's authority to secure property from whatever

donors they could.

To extend royal protection and to appoint a royal custodian were also

inexpensive. Hence there are many instances in which these courtesies

1 See Appendix, p. 74, 76, 77, 81.

2 Pat. R. 1351, p. 59, 195: 1350, p. 444, 468; 1348, p. 448; 1354, p. 46.
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were extended to embarrassed institutions. The appointment of a cus-

todian was of really great service to a monastery in trouble.

Edward was generous in not always enforcing the confiscation of

properties acquired without license. Not that his escheators and sheriffs

relaxed their vigilance in unearthing irregularities committed sometimes

a generation before. Half an acre of land, a parcel of the glebe of his

church, unwittingly fenced by the parson without obtaining a license was

quite sufficient to get him into trouble.^ Hence the oft-recurring volun-

tary confessions made to the king, of some slight irregularity innocently

committed long years past. Better to take the initiative in confession

than to have the offense ferreted out by some officious hireling of the

Court. But the king was not indiscriminately severe with these irregu-

larities. Wlien confronted with extenuating circumstances he frequently

waived his right of confiscation, as, for instance, in the case of St. Mary,

Winchester.* However, in many cases the king did impose the full

penalty.^

But by far the greatest service rendered by Edward to the monasteries

was his timely intervention to protect them from the unscrupulous mis-

rule, callous religious indifference, and wild lawlessness which, as will

appear later on, were so rampant during the years immediately succeeding

the pestilence. This intervention took several forms.

In the matter of the misappropriation of bequests to religious houses,

an abuse which seems to have prevailed quite generally, the king ap-

pointed commissioners "to make inquisition what lands had been con-

ferred (upon the monasteries) and the whole truth as to the trespasses

and contempt aforesaid, and to do all other things that they find necessary

or expedient. " Similarly when trust funds were diverted to the enrich-

ment of designing exploiters, commissioners were delegated to investigate

the irregularity. Sometimes a more drastic step was taken when the

property was "seized into the king's hand" and an injunction issued

against the payment of the legal corrodies and payments. A visitation

' CI. R., Oct. 18, 1359, p. 598; Pat. R., June 20, 1347, p. 347.

* One of the many houses that felt the depression acutely had acquired at various

times an enormous number of properties without licensed authority. Although this

irregular procedure had been overlooked or condoned, at last it attracted the king's

attention; but "whereas the prior and brethren have entered into the same without

license and many deeds, testaments and muniments touching the said acquisitions and

bequests have been taken away and lost in the last pestilence, the king in consideration

of their poverty and want, and for £10 which they will pay him, has granted Ucense for

the prior and brethren to retain the same acquisitions and bequests." (Pat. R., Nov.

26, 1352, p. 372.)

'Pat. R., Oct. 12, 1361, p. 151.
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was often ordered when a religious house had allowed its services to lapse

and its goods to be dissipated. An alternative course was to take the

defaulting house completely into the king's hand. When a monastery

was suffering from the attacks of raiders, the king frequently extended

his royal protection.

I. Misappropriation of Bequests

Commission . . . whereas some who died in the last pestilence, out of affection

for the house (Dertford) and to save their souls, granted lands and goods to certain men

for the use of the said house, and whereas a very large number of such lands, because

they were alienated contrary to the will and intention of the donors, were seized into

the king's hands by the escheator of the king's chamber, and afterwards were taken out

of his hands by others and occupied, and so these lands as well as other lands conferred

on the house are detailed from the said house ... to the damage and disherison of

him and the house; he has appointed them to survey the house and make inquisition

what lands have been conferred upon it, or for its own use before these times, or the

names of those who took out of the king's hands the said land . . . and the whole

truth as to the trespasses and contempt aforesaid . . . and to do all other things that

they find necessary or expedient. ..." (Pat. R., March 18, 1352, p. 280.)

II. Misappropriation of Trust Funds

Commission . . . reciting that the king is given to understand that the lands,

rents, and possessions of St. Julian ... are occupied by men of those parts and con-

verted to other uses, and so the number of their lepers is greatly diminished for lack of

sustenance, prayers, alms, and other works which used to be made ... he has ap-

pointed them to make inquisition touching lands . . . number of lepers . . . how

much each used to take yearly for his sustenance and what lands had been taken from

the hospital. " (Pat. R., Nov. 12, 1355, p. 330.)

Mandate to ... to cause all lands, rights, services, and rents, which can be

proved to have been alienated, withdrawn and concealed to be seized into his hands and

kept safely to relieve the priory. . . . Injunction to them also against payment of

corrodies and pensions granted while the priory has been in the king's hands. (Pat.

R., April 3, 1356, p. 358; April 12, 1357, p. 523.)

Mandate to ... to make a visitation of the hospital of St. Leonards, Derby, as

the king understands that the warden does not attend to the keeping and rule thereof,

but has dissipated the goods . . . and so what was of old set apart for pious uses is

converted to profane uses." (Pat. R., March 30, 1351, p. 84; CI. R., March 20, 1359,

p. 526.)

III. Lapsed Religious Services

"Although the escheator took the same (St. Margarets, Huntingdon) into the

king's hands with its lands, rents, and other possessions, because it was found by in-

quisition of office that the said warden did not find a certain chaplain to celebrate daily

in the hospital or maintain other charges incumbent upon the hospital." (CI. R.,

March 20, 1359, p. 556, 563.)

IV. Lawlessness

Commission to . . . reciting that the king is given to understand that the priory

of Atherbury ... has alienated manors . . . carried away relics, vestments . . .
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killed Agnes Pickerdale, and atrociously wounded a fellow-monk of his, so that the

prior)' is suspended . . . and the prior has put eight men of powerful build to collect

the goods and profits of the priory, who collect and waste the goods . . . appointing

them to make inquisition touching these felonies." (Pat. R., Jan. 26, 1357, p. 548.)

Protection for two years for the abbot of Torre, Mohun, on his petition showing-

that a large confederacy of disturbers of the peace, men at arms and others, purposed

to come to the abbey and granges, manors . . . and consume and waste the goods and
things therein." (Pat. R., Nov. 6, 1351, p. 186; Nov. 20, 1352, p. 380.)

Commission of Oyer and Terminer to ... on complaints by the prior of Llan-

thony that . . . carried away such goods to the value of one thousand pounds."

(Pat. R., April 12, 1353, p. 456.)

Appointment of . . . king's sergeants-at-arms to collect from those who at present

refuse payment of arrears of farms, rents, tithes, alms, portions, and pensions. . . .

compelling payment by distraints and attachment of the bodies of defaulters.'

(Pat. R., May 8, 1347, p. 317.)

Turning now to the service rendered by the people to the rehgious

houses in their financial crisis, one might naturally suppose that after the

first shock of the pestilence had passed away there were likely to be large

numbers who would bequeath their property in whole or in part to the

cherished religious institutions of the country. But the supposition is

contrary to fact. Setting aside all our preconceptions of what ought to

have happened, and examining critically what really did happen, as

revealed in the mortmain provisions for the monasteries, no increased

benevolence whatever during the period immediately after the pestilence

can be found.

Let us first consider the filling of the licenses which the king had

issued to the religious houses. If there had been any widespread dis-

position to relieve the monasteries, undoubtedly there would have been

a substantial increase in the number of licenses that were taken up

"in full satisfaction." Yet this is what the documents reveal:

Licenses taken up in full between 1335 and 1340— 6

1340
'
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their license powers. Eliminating the pestilence altogether, it is to be

expected that, as Edward's reign drew towards its close, there would have

been some slight increase in the filhng out of the licenses so lavishly given

near the beginning of his reign.

More convincing, however, is the testimony afforded by the actual

number of contributors disposed to bequeath property to the church.

In 1331-35 (four years) there were 200 contributors

1335-40
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It may be objected, however, that this decUne in the number of con-

tributors really micans little in view of the stringent economic condition

prevailing between 1350 and 1365; that at the most, it only signifies that

fewer people had property which they could afford to bequeath to a

religious institution, and that it does not indicate a corresponding change

of attitude toward the religious houses. In answer to this objection, let

the statistics be presented, giving the number of contributors to parish

churches, rather than to monastic institutions.

In 1331-35 there were 125 contributors

" 1335-40
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threatened him and his monks . . . that they have not dared to return

to celebrate the Divine services for the souls of the royal founders of the

abbey. "^ The prior of Repyndon complained that ''.
. . assaulted his

men and servants whereby he lost their service for a great time, and

plotted to kill the canons and servants of the priory, so usurping the royal

majesty and so threatening the canons and servants that for fear of death

they dare not go forth from the priory to seek for victuals and to till and

sow their lands. "^ The Friars Minors of Newcastle had their goods

carried away, their persons assaulted and one abducted.^ The prior,

monks, priests, and servants of Tykford were chased to the priory church,

the doors were broken and the refugees beaten "to the shedding of

blood. "1° A confederacy attacked Burton-on-Trent, ''assaulted the ser-

vants . . . would have burned the abbey if they had not been pre-

sented by others . . . compelled the servants to swear that they would

no longer serve the abbot. "^^ Armed evil-doers entered by force the

abbey of St. Peter, abducted a fellow monk, carried away goods there,

"and now run to and fro threatening to do the abbot and his monks and

servants all the evil they can, whereby these dare not go forth from the

abbey to survey the manors and lands. "^^ Evil-doers breaking the doors

of the abbey of Bruerne, imprisoned the abbot, detaining him in Hayles

while his goods were carried away.^^

It is no exaggeration whatever to say that there are scores of cases

similar to these just cited, so that the impression left upon the reader is

that of a deeply rooted and widespread hostility directed against the

religious houses. The Seculars do not appear to have been attacked

with anything like the same vehemence. Now and again a mob made

things unpleasant for them, but such occurrences were relatively few,

and the number shows no perceptible rise during the critical period

immediately after the plague.

This raiding does not seem to have been prompted by desire for spoil.

Rather it was evil-doers who set out wantonly to destroy property—to

trample crops, to depasture grass, to assault and abduct servants, to

terrorize the monks, to worry sheep and goats with hounds, to impound

'Pat. R., Nov. 10, 1351, p. 203.

8 Pat. R., April S, 1354, p. 65.

9 Pat. R., May 2, 1354, p. 65.

" Pat. R., Nov. 28, 1355, p. 332.

" Pat. R., Feb. 1, 1355, p. 230.

»2 Pat. R., July 7, 1358, p. 80.

" Pat. R. Jan. 8, 1364, p. 454.
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and sometimes to steal cattle. Had plunder been the object of these

incursions, the victims naturally would have been the treasure-monas-

teries where the collectors of the Tenths, Fifteenths, and Ninths stored

their moneys prior to their delivery at the exchequer. To pillage the

treasure-houses was a possibility always to be guarded against. Hence
special care was always exercised in selecting houses not only easy of

access, but also strongly guarded against possible assault.^*

The remarkable fact is, that during the depression that followed the

plague there is no indication that these treasure-houses were singled out

for attack. In Bernewell alone, which was the tax depository for Cam-
bridge, disturbers "break the treasury thereof . . . and carried away
treasure from the treasury. "^^ Watton also lost twelve cups and forty

silver spoons worth £20, "With two hundred in money by tale found in

the box. "!'' How mysteriously meagre are these treasure losses, if what
the plunderers were seeking was money! The mystery vanishes when
these raids are regarded as the expression of a violent hatred that gloried

in making things just as unpleasant as possible for the monasteries.

What, then, is the explanation of this hostility? Probably it would

be an error to seek to trace this animosity to a single cause rather than

to several all operating together in a period that admittedly teemed with

conflicting interests, passions, and strife.

First of all, there was the attitude taken by the church in respect to

the Statute of Laborers. Having proclaimed this famous statute, the

king addressed the bishops in a "request to cause the premises (statute)

to be proclaimed in all the churches and other places of his diocese, as he

sees fit, ordering the rectors, vicars of churches, and his other subordinates

to induce their parishioners to work and to keep the said ordinances.
"^'^

This meant, therefore, that the church put herself behind this famous

statute. She sided with the interests as opposed to the laboring masses.

The higher clergy aligned against the lower clergy and published a

proclamation, part of which enjoined the bishop "to moderate the

" Langele was unsuitable "because the abbey is not a safe place for keeping so

great a sum for that it is situated in a lonely place." (CI. R. June 20, 1360, p. 59.)

Wardon has been reported "as situate in a desert and wooded place whereby it is not a

safe depository for the king's money." (CI. R. Nov. 1, 1356, p. 282.) Later the

abbot thereof was ordered "to cause a strong house in his abbey secured with locks to

be delivered without delay to the collectors of the Tenth and Fifteenth that the monies

thence arising may be stored and safe kept." (CI. R. April 2, 1360, p. 105.)

« Pat. R. Nov. 15, 1356, p. 496.

»« Pat. R. Nov. 6, 1355, p. 330.

1' CI. R. June 18, 1349, p. 88.
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1

stipendiary chaplains of his diocese, who also will not serve without

excessive wages, and compel them to serve for the accustomed wage upon

pain of suspension and interdict.
"^^

Although this mandate was addressed to the bishops, and, so far as

explicit evidence shows, not to the heads of the Regular clergy, yet there

is nothing to indicate any disinclination on the part of the latter to

advocate the strict enforcement of the statute. As a matter of policy,

with their enormous landed interests involving so many tenants and

laborers, the religious houses had everything to gain by rigidly enforcing

the statute. Probably to no class in the nation more than to the monks

was the demand for free labor and higher wages embarrassing. Even
the statute with its artificial protection was not enough to meet their

problem, for in 1361, the king suffering from the competition of "prelates

of noblemen of religious and others" who were paying excessive salaries,

issued another proclamation prohibiting "wages other than in the

ordinance. "^^

It is obvious that the advantages gained by the monasteries through

the enforcement of the detested Statute of Laborers made them all

the more unpopular with the masses. Just because the religious houses

had such large landed interests, in the popular mind they stood for the

old regime vs. the new, for restraint vs. freedom, for class interest,

taskmasters, serfdom, and low wages. How inevitable, therefore, the

rising sense of indignation! How natural the protest that destroyed

property, that repudiated commercial monopoly, that challenged monas-

tic administration of the courts!^"

These considerations, it should be observed, explain why some

of the popular indignation occasionally turned against the bishops.

These also, quite as much as abbots, represented self-interest entrenched

behind reactionary legislation. They, therefore, had to bear the brunt

of assault and intimidation, in the same fashion though in a much lesser

degree than the monasteries.

A second factor in explanation of this hostility against the religious

houses may have been their intimate connection with the raising of

the king's levies—Tenths, Fifteenths, and Ninths. In the collection of

the Tenths and Fifteenths, the writs for 1334 indicate that with the

single exception of Westmoreland, the work was done by a layman

" CI. R. June 18, 1349, p. 88; also, Registrum Johannis de Trilick, F. 97.

" CI. R. 1361, p. 263; 1362, p. 391.

23 Pat. R. Dec. 1, 1352, p. 393; Dec. 1, 1355, p. 332; Oct. 30, 1360, p. 456.
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associated with an abbot or prior for each county of the realm.'^^ Prac-

tically the same arrangement obtained in the collection of the Ninths

for 1341, when thirty-eight priors and abbots acted with one hun-

dred and forty laymen.-- Sharp practices were sometimes used by

these collectors. A commission appointed in 1346 was ordered to

investigate the charge that the collectors and receivers of wool had

taken greater weight than their commission called for, and had proceeded

to sell this for their own profit.^^ One prior at least was caught in these

dishonorable tricks—the prior of Wynundham and his fellows in rendering

their account to the king "concealed great sums. "-^ The abbot of

Torre was also charged with having converted to his own use "diverse

sums of money" received from the Ninth beyond the sum for which

he and his colleagues rendered account to the exchequer.^^ The abbot

of Leyston, collector of the Ninth for Suffolk, seems to have resorted

to the same devices since the "king has pardoned him for any oppres-

sions, extortions, trespasses, and concealments committed by him by

color of such ofhce. "^® Probably similar extortions account for the

fact that a "confederacy assaulted some deputies and servants of the

abbot of Bruerne, one of the assessors, sellers and collectors of the ninths

of sheaves . . . whom he had sent to collect the ninth for the king,

took away three carts and nine horses of the abbot and by force pre-

vented the abbot from levying the same. "-^

It is not necessary, however, in accounting for their unpopularity,

to prove that all these collectors, religious and lay, were tricksters or

oppressors. The history of taxation abundantly shows that the col-

lector, however honorable and just he may be, compromises himself

in collecting an unpopular toll. Public opinion does not discriminate

between the integrity of the collector and the injustice of the tax.

There is clear evidence that during the period of the pestilence and

indeed earlier, EngUshmen were murmuring against Edward's exactions.

Taxes were difficult to collect.^*

=' Pat. R. Oct. 4, 1334, p. 39f.

=2 Pat. R. March 15, 1341, p. 151.

23 Pat. R. May 23, 1346, p. 115.

" Pat. R. Aug. 1346, p. 184.

« Pat. R. July 20, 1346, p. 185.

=« Pat. R. Oct. 8, 1345, p. 559.

" Pat. R. July 3, 1341, p. 316.

=" In January, 1351, in Worcester, the king understood that "some refuse to pay

their portions of the tenths and fifteenths, and resist by force the making of distraints

for arrears . . . and that bailiffs of liberties, cities and boroughs, and under-collectors
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With public sentiment thus chafing under the burden of royal exac-

tions it can readily be understood that the monasteries, in associating

themselves with the collection of this royal revenue, were running

dangerous chances of compromising themselves with the unreasoning

populace. This is not idle speculation. At least 17 of the collecting

monasteries were among the number of those assaulted by the people.

A third factor to be reckoned with in explaining the violence to

which the alien priories in particular were subjected was the royal ap-

pointment of their custodian.-^

While monastic provisions declined, parochial appropriations in-

creased. People evidently found in the parish churches something

that appealed to their benevolent impulses. Probably this was the

chantry or the provision made for chaplains to pray for the dead. It

was fortunate for the parish churches that during the third and fourth

decades of the century, they had fostered the chantry movement. The

mortmain licenses reveal the fact that in the matter of chantries the

parish churches were better equipped than their rival monastic chapels.

Even when the monastery received money to devote to chantry purposes

it often was stipulated by the donor that the chantry should be attached

to some parish church. Hence it came to pass that in the crisis when

the religious houses found their prestige failing, they had the additional

misfortune of being overshadowed by the secular clergy in the matter

of an institution which the psychology of the moment was elevating

into preeminence.

of the tenth and fifteenth in many towns and places are negligent and also do not obey

them . . . whereby the money cannot be got in." (Pat. R. Jan. 6, 1351, p. 20.) In

the county of Leicester the deputy collector of tenths and fifteenths was murdered by

evH doers. (Pat. R. April 12, 1353, p. 455.) In the Hundred of Portsdoun, the col-

lectors were "disturbed by force." (Pat. R. May 1, 1354, p. 37.)

23 When the king appointed "... to seize into his hands the priory of Bergeveny

. . . that he should receive the issues and goods of the same, certain men forcibly

entered the priory and its possessions and disposed of the goods in these at their will.

(Pat. R. Jan. 26, 1344, p. 275.) "Whereas the king committed to . . .
prior of St.

James by Exeter, the custody of his priory . . . Imbert, prior of Barnstable . . .

(several other priors and monks) ... to expel him from his custody took him at

Croydon, thence to Bermundeseye, imprisoned him . . . and afterwards took him to

France to the king's enemies who received him from them and detained him m prison

until he made fine for his deliverance. " (Pat. R. March 24, 1344, p. 289.) "Whereas

the king by letters-patent lately committed to . . . prior of Tykeford the keepnig of

the said priory . . . some evil doers assaulted the prior, and the monks and priests

... as well as the men and servants." (Pat. R. Nov. 28, 1355, p. 332.)
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In such an emergency, it was easy to justify a resort to church im-

propriations. This was a plan by which the appropriating house at

practically no additional outlay (the vicar being taken from the monas-
tery) was able to increase its revenue to the extent of the tithes and
offerings of the appropriated parish. That this amount was not incon-

siderable is clearly shown in the ratings of the mortmain licenses. Nor-
tham, stood at £14-15-2; Weresbe, at 20 marks; Hakeney, at 50 marks;

St. John Baptist, Steynton at £20-13-4.^" Hedenham was worth £80;
Leverington, £85; Somersham, £35.^^ These figures are illustrative of

the great range in values, dependent in the nature of the case, upon
the size and resources of the parishes. When full allowance is made
for the inflation of rating values, and the diminished revenue that must
have accompanied the pestilence, even a comparatively insignificant

appropriation was a windfall to a religious house struggling to make
ends meet.

It is not surprising to find a very sudden and substantial rise in

the number of appropriations immediately after the plague. Among
the mortmain licenses alone, there were 73 in the five years between

1350 and 1354 compared with 34 in the preceding and 27 in the subse-

quent four years. The Papal Petitions also show a rise, though not

corresponding, in the concession of impropriations, in spite of the very

manifest disinclination of the Pope to sanction a policy that to him
seemed bad.

With characteristic courage Abbe Gasquet has undertaken to defend

this policy of appropriating churches—"Except for the fact that tithe

was taken from the district where it was raised, the grievance of which

so much has been made is an academic rather than a real one, and one

of modern invention rather than one existing in the Middle Ages. That

there were complaints occasionally may be allowed. Still not only

were they rare, but in the Episcopal Registers, it may be seen that in

a few instances in which they come before the bishop they were declared

to be groundless."^- In reply it is sufficient to observe that what the

Abbe condones as only an evil of "modern invention" figures in con-

temporary sources as a practice wholly reprehensible, to be resorted

to only under extenuating circumstances and within clearly defined

conditions.^3

3»Pat. R. March 13, 1351, p. 62; Aug. 8, 1352, p. 309; March 7, 1352, p. 239.

"Pap. Pet. I: 175.

^^ Gasquet, Parish Life in Medieval England, p. 17.
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When the Pope sanctioned appropriations, almost invariably the

concession distinctly stated that "a fitting vicar's portion shall be re-

served"; sometimes the amount of the portion being inserted in the

papal grant.^^ The system of impropriations was regarded even by

contemporary thought as at best a necessary evil that had to be regu-

lated by stringent limitations.

In the chapter preceding, as illustrative of prevailing economic de-

pression, reference was made to the "recognizances" that were issued

against the religious houses. When the monks had marketed every

available product,^^ secured remissions from the king, and appropriated

churches, they were still in need of money. Borrowing was their last

resort. These recognizances represent the loans negotiated by houses

during this period of hard times.

It is significant to observe that only three judgments were executed

on behalf of religious houses.^^ Making due allowance for disinclination

on the part of these religious institutions to resort to the courts for

settlement of debts, these few judgments in the long list of over one

hundred suggest that the treasuries of the monasteries were so exhausted

that one institution was unable to help another. With parsons and

chaplains it is almost the same—just ten of the former and three of the

latter received judgments and in all save two, the amount involved

'^ When the Earl of Huntingdon sought confirmation for a monastery, and appro-

priations therefore, he took pains to state that "by these appropriations, the religious

obtained corporal possession of their fruits 'and proceeds, saving two large vicar's por-

tions." (Pap. Pet. 1:50.) "The parish church of Cobeham is appropriated to the

prior and convent of Bermondeseye and the vicar's portion is so small that no one will

or can serve it . . . and the church and buildings are in a ruinous state. " (Pap. Pet.

1:492.) Richard, Bishop of Durham, "signifies that in his diocese is a fat parish

church . . . which when void has been collated by bishops of Durham at the instance

of kings and queens of England, to courtiers, insufficient and light persons, who turn the

income to lacivious and profane uses and he desires that the income may be spent on

the increase of divine worship and the good of the state in those parts which need

lettered men." (Pap. Pet. 1:25.) The countess of Pembroke "prays that whereas the

three churches . . . were appropriated to the College of Valence Mary, and whereas

the diocesans are wont in their own interests to burden appropriated churches and to

limit excessively the vicar's portions, the founders and scholars pray that the Bishop of

London, or some other English prelate, not of the said dioceses, be commissioned to

adjust and limit the vicar's portions and the bishop's dues. " (Pap. Pet. 1 :410.)

3* Pap. Pet. 1:121, 29,42,85.

36 Pat. R. Nov. 16, 1350, p. 18.

^* The prior of Llanthony and the abbot of Bonrepos helped Wjoichecome and

Sautre respectively.
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was small. The Bishops of Winchester and London and the dean of

St. Paul's are the only representatives of the higher secular clergy.

With the clerks the situation changes. Forty-eight judgments appear

in their favor. The frequent recurrence of three or four names suggests

that some of these clerks had become professional money lenders. The
nobility is represented by the Earl of Huntingdon and the Duke of Lan-

caster. Nine knights appear among the creditors. But by far the

heaviest creditors were certain "citizens of London"—Hatfield, "citizen

and draper"; Bache, "merchant"; Guldeford, "draper"; Hiltoft,

"citizen and goldsmith"; Fraunceys, "citizen and merchant"; Rokele,

"citizen and corderer"; Horewold, "citizen and spicer"; Pynselegle,

"citizen"; Hatfield, "potter"; Brun, "citizen and wool maker"; Huse-

bond, "citizen and cornmonger"; Double, "citizen and fishmonger";

Burstall, "citizen and vintner"; Merton of York, "ironmonger."

The following table summarizes the distribution of judgments:

Judgments in favor of parsons and chaplains 9

Number of creditors involved 13

Judgments in favor of knights 7

Number of creditors 9

Judgments in favor of nobility 3

Number of creditors 2

Judgments in favor of higher clergy 6

Number of creditors 6

Judgments in favor of clerks 48

Number of creditors 26

Judgments in favor of London citizens 45

Number of creditors 32

Judgments in favor of unclassified individuals 32

Number of creditors affected 46

It is noteworthy that only once does a Society appear—the Society

of Malbayl, from which Certeseye borrowed 800 gold florins of Florence."

There are only two names that indicate foreign citizenship. Four

women claim distinction among these lenders, and three wives are

associated with their husbands.

It is clear that in many cases these judgments were executed by

distraint upon the properties of the religious houses. The following

"CI. R.July 6, 1351, p. 373.
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table indicates the number of distraints and the value of the property

involved.
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A third form of settlement was the disposal outright of some monastic

holding.''"

The last shift resorted to by embarrassed houses was leasings.

Even before the pestilence had made the problem of labor so acute and

thereby reduced the earning power of land, there is evidence that leasing

presented a solution for impoverished institutions.'*^ It might have been

expected that this policy would have assumed even larger proportions

after the plague had made the manors more unremunerative. But the

documents do not show a large number of these leases. It must not

be forgotten however, that royal sanction to leases was necessary only

in the case of lands "held in chief" and that therefore relatively only a

small proportion of the leases would have any record other than the

contract between lessee and lessor. Moreover the sources themselves

intimate that the necessary formality of royal sanction to a lease was

sometimes overlooked or ignored. With these considerations in mind

it is possible that the few cases recorded in the sources are represen-

tative of a much larger leasing movement that the small number sug-

gests."^

£20 for life'to Robert Wendout in settlement of a £100 bond; the prior of St. Bar-

tholomew gave Burstall in lieu of £200, a pension for life of £13 with the use also of

a plot of land. The abbot of St. Mary's Stratford pledged Richard Chaddeslee,

clerk, a yearly rent for life of £40 to be received from certain specified manors in

order to settle a claim of £200. Such bargains as these indicate how hopelessly some

houses had fallen into the clutches of grasping creditors. It was evidently a grim

necessity to settle at any cost no matter how heavily the future might be mortgaged.

CI. R. Oct. 23, 1354, p. 91. Pat. R. Jan. 19, 1357, p. 335; June 5, 1358, p. 512.

" To settle once for all for their farm to the king, the prior of Lesnes surrendered

advowsons of churches worth 200 marks per year. The abbot of Westminster sur-

rendered to the Society of Malbayl two parish churches in order to meet a loan of

800 florins contracted by one of his fellow monks. The abbot df Thame satisfied

his creditors by giving them timber and wood privileges for ten years. The prior of

Okebourne released to the king in settlement of 800 marks a messuage situated in

London. The abbot of Grestain demised for a thousand years several manors; the

prior of St. Mary Mortmain, two manors for twenty years. CI. R. Aug. 20, 1350,

p. 242. CI. R. July 26, 1352, p. 502. CI. R. Jan. 26, 1355, p. 178. CI. R. July 26,

1352, p. 502. Pat. R. Nov. 1, 1354, p. 158. CI. R. March 19, 1361, p. 255.

" The king compassionating the estate of Bilsyngton "on account of their slender

resources and the infinite cost of necessary drainage" licensed a lease in perpetuity of

forty acres. (Pat. R. Nov. 22, 1337, p. 555.) On their petition for relief of the estate

of the abbey of Littele "royal sanction was given to lease extensive lands, and fisheries

with their bondmen attached thereto. Burmundseye "to enable them to relieve their

estate and discharge part of their debts leased the manor of Wodeford. (Pat. R.

May 5, 1338, p. 59. June 12, 1340, p. 543.) "On account of pleas brought against
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them by reason of debts wherein they are bound to divers creditors, and that they are

coming to such poverty that unless they may demise some of their lands they will be

unable to answer the farm which the king has committed to their custody, " the priory

of Lenton was licensed to proceed to the necessary manor leases. (Pat. R. June 20,

1342, p. 475.)

*^ The abbot of Beaulieu was licensed to lease for fifteen years the manor of Faren-

don ... to enable him to pay his debts. (Pat. R. Feb. 28, 1351, p. 44.) Stanleye

(known by the recognizances to have been in deep water) had sanction to lease for ten

years a manor to whomsoever they ^vill. Other properties it surrendered during the

lifetime of its abbot. (Pat. R. Aug. 2, 1353, p. 480; May 29, 1354, p. 52; Oct. 12, 1365,

p. 178; Feb. 5, 1364, p. 460. CI. R. Nov. 25, 1362, p. 438.) An inspeximus of inden-

ture shows that Avebury (another embarrassed house) leased a manor for twenty years.

(Pat. R. Jan. 31, 1354, p. 4.) St. Savior, Burmundseye (scarcely ever out of trouble)

leased two manors. (Pat. R. May 14, 1354, p. 43, 49.) Tykeford (also on the embar-

rassed list) secured a royal confirmation to a three-year lease. (Pat. R. July 5, 1355,

p. 255.) The convent of Lancastre "for the needs of their house and in order that the

farm of the priory may be more readily paid to the king, have let to . . . rents, ser-

vices, and tithes. ..." (Pat. R. Feb. 28, 1359, p. 615, 616.)



CHAPTER VI

The Decline of Discipline

It has been shown in an earUer chapter that at least six score heads

of rehgious houses were swept away by the pestilence. It seems impos-

sible to avoid the conclusion that thousands of the "religious" within

the monastic walls must have fallen in 1349-50. The religious houses

were confronted therefore with the task of finding substitutes for those

who had been carried away so suddenly.

But decimation within the immediate precincts of the religious

houses does not represent the full proportion of this problem of finding

recruits. The fact must not be overlooked that many of the Regulars

were the incumbents of appropriated churches, and it is quite unreason-

able to suppose that in a visitation which swept away so many of the

clergy in actual parish duty, these should have escaped. So far as the

alien priories are concerned, the royal presentations indicate institutions

as follows:—Horton 5; Stoke 22; Wilmyngton 10; Lenton 13; St. Neots

18; Derhurst 6; Pritewell 12; St. Andrew (Northampton) 7; Wenlok 7;

St. Frideswide (Oxford) 7; Eye 11. In view of the fact that the largest

of the alien priories had few parish connections compared with the most

of the domestic houses, it is obvious that the filUng of these vacancies

was no small problem in itself, and a very heavy incumbrance when

added to the already existing task of dealing with the ravages of disease

within the cloisters.

There is yet another factor that complicated the situation. However

sharp the cleavage between Regulars and Seculars under normal cir-

cumstances, it seems clear that in the crisis precipitated by the pestilence,

when the spiritual apparatus of the church through lack of priests seemed

to be almost completely paralyzed, petty factional interests were thrust

aside in a desire common to all the higher clergy at least, to maintain

as efficiently as practicable the regular administration of the Sacraments.

It will appear, therefore, in references to be presented a little later, that

the Regulars were drafted for service usually devolving upon the Seculars.

The dividing line was temporarily obscured.

The problem confronting the religious houses was therefore threefold

—to fill the gaps caused by disease within the cloister itself; to maintain

the incumbencies of the appropriated churches; and to relieve the Secu-
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lars in some degree of their corresponding strain. Stated otherwise,

the task of the houses was to replenish their forces decimated by disease,

and drained by the demand not only for reserves to man the impropriated

vacancies, but also for volunteers to cope with the larger religious crisis

of the nation.

In grapphng with this almost superhuman task, it is to be noted at

the outset that the religious houses possessed a large body of reserves

in the chaplains. These were priests employed by noblemen or other

persons of distinction to say mass in the private chapel, or attached

to "chapels of ease" established for the convenience of the people in

widely extended parishes. To make provision for officials who rendered

such accommodating services to the community at large, was a popular

form of bequest. Between 1331 and 1349, the mortmain licenses show

708 such provisions for chaplains. Over 300 additional chaplains were

provided for during this same period. Bequests to the monasteries were

often specifically assigned to the chaplain already in service or to others

to be added. Between 1334 and 1348, inclusive, there were at least 121

such appropriations of property to chaplains connected with the monas-

teries.

In an emergency that called for incumbents to fill important parish

churches, the natural procedure was to shift these chaplains from private

chapels and "chapels at ease," where their services were not imperatively

demanded. Although in consequence the populace had greater dis-

tances to travel in meeting for worship, this expedient enabled the

monastery to continue its ministry in the important impropriated bene-

fices.

This, therefore, was the first step taken by the religious houses in

wrestling with the problem. In the long columns of royal institutions

that for the two years 1349-50 amounted to at least 1000, one finds

scarcely a single exception to the collation of chaplains. The distribution

stands approximately at 97 per cent for chaplaincy institutions, with the

remaining 3 per cent distributed among clerks, parsons, deacons, and

subdeacons. The procedure followed by the king in institutions is not

clearly indicated. It is possible that he acted purely upon his own
initiative making whatever selection he chose. Probably he followed

the suggestion, or at least considered the sensibiHties of the interested

ecclesiastical parties. There is abundant evidence of the unpopularity

of the royal custody of religious houses. Wisdom, therefore, may have

suggested to Edward the advisability of paUiating his detested over-

lordship by making appointments in harmony with the wishes of the
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monasteries concerned. If this inference be correct, the royal institu-

tions supply a clue to the procedure actually followed by the religious

houses in general. The statistics given above would point, therefore, to

the almost exclusive recourse that was made to chaplains as successors to

the deceased incumbents.

But the problem created by mortality among the Regulars was far too

great to be entirely solved by simply utilizing the reserve force of the

chaplains. At the most, their numbers fell far short of what was required

to fill the vacancies due to death. Additional recruits had to be secured

from other quarters.

A second source of relief lay in a relaxation of the severe conditions

imposed upon candidates for holy orders. By lowering the age require-

ment, it was possible to "lay violent hands upon a considerable number

of well equipped and earnest men." It is not surprising, therefore, to

find petitions addressed to the Pope requesting this relaxation.^

1 "Whereas by reason of the recent epidemic many of the monks have died, the

abbot and convent of Reading pray for faculty to have tliirty monks in their twentieth

year, ordained priests by any Catholic bishop for the service of their monastery, and

places subject to it." (1355) (Pap. Pet. 1:282.) "Whereas by reason of the epi-

demic, there is a great lack of priests in the monastery and its dependent cells, Thomas,

Abbot of St. Albans, prays for faculty to dispense twenty monks aged twenty so as to

be promoted to all holy orders." (June, 1363) (Pap. Pet. 1:425.) "WTiereas on

account of the late pestilences there is a lack of priests in his diocese, Thomas Bishop of

Carlisle prays for faculty to dispense forty persons secular and regular aged twenty, so

that they may be promoted to all holy orders and minister in the same. " (July, 1363)

(Pap. Pet. 1:437.) Nicolas, prior of Norwich, requested a dispensation for twenty

monks to minister at twenty years, and received grant for ten. (August, 1363) (Pap.

Pet. 1:445.) "Whereas by reason of the epidemic and pestilence, there is a great

scarcity of priests, the abbot of St. Mary's, York, prays for faculty to dispense six of

his monks under age to be ordained. " (August, 1363) (Pap. Pet. 1:445.) The prior

and chapter of Durham sought "power to dispense twenty-four monks aged twenty to

be ordained priests, there being by reason of the pestilences a great lack of priests."

(Nov., 1363) (Pap. Pet. 1:464.) "Whereas by reason of the pestilences there is a

great lack of chaplains in the order, the abbots of Waltham, Leicester, and the prior of

Gissburn, presidents of the Augustinians of England, pray for license to dispense forty

persons, twenty years old, so as to be ordained and celebrate divine ofi&ces." (Feb.,

1364) (Pap. Pet. 1:480.) The abbot of Kingswoode, Worcester, secured a grant to

dispense twelve professed monks aged twenty-two, as a compromise with the age of

twenty. (April, 1364) (Pap. Pet. 1:483.) "Whereas in the recent epidemic nearly

all the elders and priests in divers monasteries and religious houses in England have

died, and there is a great dearth of chaplains to serve churches, so that di\'ine worship is

no little diminished, the bishop of Worcester prays for faculty to dispense forty persons

regular and secular, aged twenty, so as to be ordained priests." (Granted for twelve

regulars aged twenty-two, June, 1364.) (Pap. Pet. 1:502.) John, Abbot of St.
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It is a curious fact that these petitions, with one exception, are all

concerned with the minor visitation of 1361, rather than the great pesti-

lence of 1349. This is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that

the Seculars, in the years 1349-51 kept continually petitioning the Pope

to lower the age requirements of their candidates, and to waive the condi-

tions of celibacy and legitimate birth. Yet it was not until 1355 that

this request was made by the Regulars, nor was it again pressed until

1363.

Wliy did the monasteries not seek earlier to utilize novices under age,

or why, not having enHsted these young men during the stress of 1349 to

1355, did they depart from this policy in the year of the lesser epidemic,

136l'to 1365? It is not correct to say that the chaplains having filled all

the vacancies, there was no need for dispensing candidates. Scores of

clerks and nondescripts were collated to benefices that were going begging

for incumbents. The demand certainly did exist, and was even more

pronounced than in 1362 when so many dispensations were issued.

Neither does it help to suggest that a change of popes from Innocent VI

to Urban V may reflect a different policy toward this question of dis-

pensing young men. The surprising fact is that the stricter and more

conservative occupant of Peter's chair was the one who was more liberal

in waiving technicalities in the case of youthful clerics. Finally, one

cannot believe that the monasteries themselves were so scrupulously

devoted to tradition, as to be unwilling to countenance a slight irregu-

larity that would enable clerics to minister as priests. But, granted that

they were, the question only assumes another form—Why did they

change their attitude in 1362?

In this dilemma, may it not be questioned whether the religious houses

in the earlier part of the fourteenth century had been attracting young

men to their cloisters? Is it possible that the cloister had lost its appeal

so far as young men were concerned? May it be inferred that it was the

crisis of 1350-1360 that turned young men's attention towards institu-

tions that had lost their hold upon all save the mature and middle

aged; and that these in part were the young men of twenty and twenty-

two, who in such large numbers were " dispensed" in the second visitation

of 1361?

The imperative demand for Regular recruits had been partially met

by enlisting chaplains, and in the later crisis by "dispensing" young

Edmund's de Byr, requested "faculty to dispense twenty ot his monks aged twenty so

that they may be ordained priests, there being a great lack of priests by reason of the

recent mortality." (Feb., 1366) (Pap. Pet. 1:513.)
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monks. But there still remained many vacancies. A splendid oppor-

tunity remained for sordidness to prey upon the vacancies of monastic

appropriated benefices. These could be exploited to the advantage of

Court hangers-on, and the ambitious, discontented underlings of the

clerical profession. Materialism coveted the fat income of these bene-

fices. Hence the flood of appeals to the Pope at x'Vvignon, made at first

not directly by individuals in their own behalf, but indirectly through

the intercession of powerful patrons who were probably only too glad to

settle all outstanding accounts of service and friendship with the cheap

currency of their patronage. Obviously the bishops were well within

their rights when they availed themselves of this privilege of petition,

but unfortunately their patronage was given indiscriminately to their

secretaries, clerks, members of their households, and companions. With

innocent candor the Bishop of Hertford pleaded on behalf of his 'dear

friend and companion . . . from whom he has received many services

and honors for a dispensation to accept two benefices with a cure of souls,

notwithstanding that he has the church of Domynton. " The faculties

in Oxford and Cambridge solicited benefices for their students. The

Pope was bombarded with intercessions not only from the king but

from members of his immediate family circle, scions of nobihty, royal

royal administrative officials, envoys, ambassadors, knights and barons.

A few of these patrons, exclusive of the king and the bishops, were

Edward, Prince of Wales; Queen PhiUppa; the dowager Queen Isabella;

Joan, Princess of Wales; Henry, Earl of Lancaster; the Countess of Pem-

broke; the Earl of Warwick, king's marshal; Michael Northburgh, king's

secretary; Henry la Zouche, king's treasurer; Bartholomew Burgherch,

king's chamberlain; John Swinnlee," master of the king's infants; the

Earl of Huntingdon; the Earl of Suffolk; the Earl of Stafford; Guy de

Brien, knight and envoy; the Duke of Brittany; William Burton, knight;

John Grey, companion of Lancaster; William Harold, Donsel of the Earl

of Arundel.

It is amusing to hear the bishops occasionally growling because in the

multitude of patrons they were not able to do all that they otherwise

would. Competition was so keen that the members of their households

were overshadowed by Court favorites.^

- The Bishop of Winchester "unable by reason of those who expect benefices by

papal authority to make provision to his servants, of suitable benefices, praj^s for faculty

to confer two benefices apiece on six persons." Urban had to compromise at four

"provided they are masters of theology and doctors of civil or canoa law." (Pap.

Pet. 1:393.) "Whereas on account of the num'oer of those who expect benefices under
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Another factor complicated the situation for the bishops by the time

that the visitation of 1361 accentuated afresh the need for clergymen.

Candidates were going directly to Avignon in order to solicit benefices—

" Rome-seeking priests and chaplains. "^ Compared with the candidates

of the earlier pestilence, these seem to have been superior men being in

large measure university graduates and 'poor priests." And to their

petitions Urban V was favorably disposed. It is therefore quite possible

that what the bishops were smarting under was not so much the patronage

permitted at Avignon to social and political magnates of unworthy

clients, but rather the success with which the "Rome-seeking priests and

chaplains" were getting into vacant benefices. From the diminished

numbers of petitions presented by courtiers and noblemen after 1360, it

seems that places had been secured for almost all their aspiring friends,

and therefore the bishops would have had the field entirely to themselves

had it not been for these insistent petitioners who passed them by and

secured what they wanted by going directly to Urban V himself.

In analyzing the character of these new incumbents, it appears that

the religious houses were drawn into several of the evils that had fastened

upon the church's organization. In many cases the petitioners already

held some preferment, and their successful appeal only added another to

the long list of plurahties. The large number of benefices conferred upon

students indicates to what alarming proportions the evil of non-residence

had grown. One cannot fail to notice to what an extent the patronage

of these religious houses was under the control of those entirely uncon-

nected with these institutions themselves. The anomalous basis upon

which the patron rested his appeal shows how thoroughly divested of all

moral and spiritual prestige in the public mind at least, the priestly

office had become."^

Having endeavored to show how the reUgious houses solved the prob-

lem of vacancies in their churches, it remains to be seen how the places of

papal letter, Simon, Bishop of London, is unable to make provision to his servants and

friends, prays for faculty to provide for six persons." (Granted.) (Pap. Pet. 1:408.)

"Whereas on account of those who expect benefices under papal letters, John, bishop-

elect of Lincoln, is unable to make provision for masters of theology, doctors and licen-

tiates of canon and civil law and others his servants, he prays for faculty to make pro-

vision to three such persons and to three others of his choice." (Granted.) (Pap.

Pet. 1:413.)

^ See a long list of such Pap. Pet. I:426f.

^ For a schedule illustrating the incumbency of representative monasteries, the

reader is referred to the Appendix, p. 96.
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deceased heads and brothers were filled. The vacant headships of the

hospitals claim first attention.

While it would be a slight exaggeration to say that the wardenship of

all hospitals was under the exclusive control of the king,^ yet this claim

may be made certainly for the overwhelming majority. And although

there are indications that sometimes this royal prerogative of appoint-

ment was ignored or even defiantly repudiated by the deans and chap-

ters, it is clear that the king was very loath to suffer any trespassing upon

his patronage.^ The reason is not difficult to discern. Through these

vacancies he was able to gratify the mercenary appetite of a few of his

numerous body of officials, who in addition to the legitimate perquisites

of office might appropriate to themselves the "tithes, mortuaries, small

tithes, oblations, and other offerings of the altars of the churches belong-

ing to the hospital with the reliefs and fines and other profits of the Court

of the Hospital."^ Such at least was the royal policy in the rapacious

times of the pestilence. With scarcely an exception, the king handed

over these hospital wardenships to his clerks. In two cases he appointed

brothers from the headless house and in one a chaplain.^ Usually his

clerks received the custodianships. There is abundant evidence that

some of these officials made full traffic of the mercenary possibiUties of

their trust. ^

« Pat. R. Jan. 20, 1350, p. 468; Aug. 12, 1361, p. 50.

« Pat. R. May 8, 1336, p. 266f.

' Pat. R. May 8, 1336, p. 266f.

» Pat. R. 1359, p. 260, 368. Pat. R. 1361, p. 54.

'Let the following be cited
—"It has been found by inquisition that divers cor-

rodies for life have been granted to divers men out of the hospital (St. Bartholomew,

Gloucester) by Nicolas, late prior of the hospital . . . and that divers sums of money,

jewels, corn, vessels of silver and of brass, beds and other utensils to the value of £100

given and bequeathed to the use of the brothers and sisters and the poor in the hospital,

which came into the hands of the said prior and John Redford and William Baker, his

confreres, are dissipated and detained by them, and other wastes and destruction of the

goods of the hospital were done by the said late prior." (Pat. R. May 3, 1358, p. 74f.)

Commission ... "to make a visitation of the hospital of St. Leonard's, Derby, as

the king understands that Robert Sandeford, the warden, does not attend to the keep-

ing and rule thereof, but has dissipated the goods and possessions and alienated the

lands and rents or demised them for life or terms of years, and so what was of old set

apart for pious uses is converted to profane uses." (Pat. R. April 1, 1351, p. 84.)

Commission ..." to survey the state of the hospital of St. Mary Magdalene, Ripon,

which is said to be greatly decayed by misrule ... to make inquisition by the oath of

good men of the county of York as to the defects in the hospital the bearing of the

warden, brethren and sisters, and the squandering of the goods and alienation of the

lands thereof." (Pat. R. Sept. 15, 1352, p. 342.) Commission ... "to make a
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It would seem that not a few of the hospitals suffered seriously from

the delinquencies of keepers appointed subsequent to the pestilence. In

a crisis demanding wardens, capable not only of financing amid the most

acute depression, but also of maintaining efficiency in a period of pro-

nounced moral and social deterioration, it was the misfortune of these

hospitals to fall into the hands of too many whose incompetence was

equalled by their unscrupulousness.

In the matter of headship, the monasteries had a protection which

was denied to the hospitals. Beyond the technicalities of sanctioning

the appointment of a successor, ratifying the selection, and surrendering

the temporalities, the king had no rights in the filhng of these vacant

headships. There is no evidence, moreover, that in the embarrassment

caused by such a sudden and widespread mortality among the abbots

and priors, the king showed any disposition to complicate matters by

unfairly using the technical privileges of his office. The appointments

made by the chapters were almost invariably ratified by the king. Nor

is there any evidence that the temporalities were withheld by unnecessary

visitation of the king's hospital of St. John the Baptist, Dorchester, which is reported to

be greatly decayed by misrvile, to examine the warden, brothers, and sisters in the

premises singly, and to find by jury of the country of Dorset the whole truth of the

matter." (Pat. R. Aug. 15, 1351, p. 159.) St. Leonard's, Derby, twelve years after

its investigating commission as above, does not seem to have improved for another

commission had to be appointed. "As the king understands that many of the lands,

rents and possessions . . . have been withdrawn and alienated and otherwise dissi-

pated and lost by the carelessness and negligence of the masters or wardens of the

hospital, that the brothers, sisters, priests, ministers, of&cers, and persons thereof lead

dissolute lives and do not attend to the divine offices . . . and that the pensions,

oblations, rents, and emoluments which should have been used in repairing the defects

and payments of the commons and stipends of the brothers, sisters, and other persons,

and other charges are applied to other uses. ..." (Pat. R. Feb. 10, 1365, p. 531.)

Commission ... "to make a visitation of the king's hospital of Neuton in Holder-

ness ... as the king is informed that the hospital is in a greatly decayed state through

the negligence of the masters and wardens thereof." (Pat. R. May 6, 1364, p. 540.)

An order was given to the treasurer and barons of the exchequer "touching the hospital

of St. James near Westminster ... as the king has learned that some lands and rents

of the said hospital have been alienated by the presidents or others pretending them-

selves to be masters of the hospital." (CI. R. Dec. 26, 1354, p. 49.) "Whereas the

house of St. Giles by London ... is so miserably depressed by dissensions between

the brethren that its goods do not sufifice to maintain the pious works with which it is

charged, and it is feared that the dilapidations and depressions will grow greater, the

king has taken the house into his special protection and committed the same to Geoffrey

Burton, a brother of the house, to keep during pleasure." (Pat. R. May 8, 1367, p.

388.)
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delay. This implies that vacant headships were filled in almost every

case by monks promoted from the respective chapters, rather than by a

translation from one monastery to another. The papal correspondence

does not show more than a half dozen of such exchanges. This factor of

translation may therefore be ignored.

But this policy of promotion from the ranks of each headless institu-

tion does not seem to have proven effective in providing leaders morally

and administratively equal to the emergency. Although perhaps long

connected with the monastery, some of these newly elected heads were

too inexperienced to grapple successfully with a task that even to the

wisest and most mature was almost superhuman. Hence the oft-repeated

reference to "misrule," which, however, must always be interpreted in

the light of the extraordinary circumstances that faced these men who

under normal conditions probably would have rendered a good account as

administrators.

On the other hand, although these heads had been appointed by

colleagues who might reasonably have been expected to recognize and to

elect only worthy leaders, there is convincing evidence that many of the

appointees were utterly unworthy of a trust which they prostituted

through systematic self-aggrandizement and exploitation. In securing

their promotion, it is possible, of course, that they may have deceived

their colleagues as to their real motives and aspirations; also that there

was considerable intrigue connected with chapter elections. Moreover,

it must be conceded that in many cases death had left few from whom to

make a choice. It is also possible that men who, when promoted, were

reaUy worthy of their appointment deteriorated in this trying time. Be

this as it may, the reader may draw conclusions for himself from the

data below.^°

" "Inasmuch as the Abbey of St. Augustine, Welhowe, by Grimsby, is at present

burdened with debt and is in a miserably depressed state for lack of good rule, the king

has taken the same into his custody. " Nine years later conditions had not materially

improved for another appointment of royal custodians appeared. (Pat. R. July 6,

1350, p. 550; Oct. 15, 1359, p. 292; Oct. 20, 1365, p. 170.) "Protection for the Abbey

of Breuera . . . now grievously burdened with debt on account of misrule and casualties

and appointment of royal custodians. Four years later "it is now by misrule and

accidental adversity threatened with debt." (Pat. R. March 24, 1351, p. 62; May 8,

1354, p. 39.) In 1366, in spite of royal custodians, "through misrule and the care-

lessness of past presidents it is so miserably depressed by corrodies granted to suspected

persons of foul character that the di\anc worship has ceased . . . and there is danger of

a dispersal of the monks through lack of sustenance." (Pat. R. May 14, 1366, p. 244;

Feb. 5, 1364, p. 462.) "Inasmuch as the abbey of Lilleshull . . . is so burdened with

debt by misrule that the goods are not sufficient to pay the creditors, the king has taken
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In seeking to determine whether this monotonous record of misrule is

to be attributed to incompetency, to inexperience, or to moral delin-

quency, it is to be noted that there is nowhere any attempt to condone it.

The extenuating circumstance of inexperience is adduced in only one

instance. ^^ And here it is significant that the "men of knowledge and

the abbey into his own hand. ..." (Pat. R. Nov. 8, 1351, p. 177.) "Protection

with clause nolumus during pleasure for the abbey of Wynchecombe , . . which by
misrule is now heavily burdened with debt and appointment with consent of . . .

bishop of Worcester and by request of the abbot and convent ... of royal custo-

dians." (Pat. R. July 24, 1353, p. 481.) Commission to "survey the state of the

abbey of Battle . . . the goods whereof are reported by default of rule and inexcusable

insufficiency and neglect of some of the abbey dilapidated and wasted to the great

depression of the state and possible ruin of the abbey. ..." (Pat. R. May 8, 1353,

p. 440.) " Protection during pleasure for the abbots of Abbodesbury . . . which by
default of rule by the abbot is now burdened with debt and depressed by other causes

so that the goods are insuificient for the maintenance of the convent and the payment
of the debt." (Pat. R. Dec. 1, 1353, p. 536.) The priory of Dover, which also "for

defavilt of good rule is so wasted in its possessions and fallen away in its faculties that

there is no relief of it" was united by royal license to the priory of Christs, Canterbury.

(Pat. R. May 20, 1356, p. 379.) Tackele "which is so depressed by neglect and the ill

government of the priors and keepers before their time that the means do not suffice for

the payment of the farm" received a respite for three years. (CI. R. June 18, 1359,

p. 627.) A commission was appointed to make inquisition concerning Stanleye " as the

king is given to understand that lands conferred on the abbey, for chantries and other

works of piety, have been alienated by the present abbot to many of the county, where-

by the chantries and works of piety have been wholly withdrawn." Later the abbot

retired "and his favorers and accomplices having been removed" the king took into

his special protection " the present abbot and monks who for fear of those removed dare

not labor about their business, taking evils inflicted on them by these in the past as a

presage of evils to come." (Pat. R. Dec. 14, 1363, p. 452; June 30, 1365, p. 133, 134.)

Tarente "on account of misrule and the carelessness of past presidents as also on

account of accidental fire is so miserably depressed that the divine worship has ceased

and there is danger of the dispersal of the nuns there through lack of sustenance unless

some remedy be quickly applied." (Pat. R. May 18, 1366, p. 239.) St. Augustine,

Bristol, 'being depressed by corrodies sold and conferred on persons suspected of ill-

fame, and by profitless leases of its possessions, as also by the excessive and fruitless

expenses of the presidents thereof" was committed to royal keepers. (Pat. R. April 1,

1366, p. 225.) The abbey of Bordesle "on account of misrule and the carelessness of

past presidents is so miserably depressed and burdened by excessive corrodies and debts,

that divine worship has ceased . . . and there is danger of the dispersal of the monks
there through lack of sustenance." (Pat. R. May 15, 1366, p. 245.)

" The king in discharging the abbot of Croxton of the task of collecting the Tenth
learned "that the abbey was in great part destroyed by the burning of the church and
other houses, and was afterwards deprived by the plague of those by whose knowledge

and ability it was then governed except the abbot and prior." (CI. R. Nov. 16, 1352

p. 336.
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ability" were not alone the abbot and prior, but also the monks—in other

words, the very class from whom in the vast majority of instances the

heads newly-elected were chosen. The serious defect in these men was not

their inexperience, so much as their lack of moral qualities. This

explains why the palliating circumstance of incompetence is so rarely

referred to in connection with misrule.

In drawing a conclusion so adverse to these heads, their mismanage-

ment is not the only feature taken into consideration. On every hand

one finds oneself face to face with data from which this unfavorable

estimate of character seems to be the only reasonable inference. Perhaps

the most severe arraignment of these incumbents is their inglorious

prominence in the raiding parties which formed such a characteristic

feature of the period. It is not at all uncommon to find an abbot in

command of a party that trampled down crops, rifled storehouses, and

ended by assaulting and maiming servants.^^ Sometimes, indeed, it is an

abbot who led his band against a fellow member of his order.^^ Occa-

sionally law was completely set aside by these ruffian abbots. The prior

of the hospital of St. John, Jerusalem, when summoned by the Bishop of

London, assaulted a servant deputed to serve the citation, and then stole

the summons. To cap the climax, he threw one of his creditors into a

tank of water, keeping him there until he promised not to sue for any of

his claims. Released, he was then assaulted and sent homeward upon a

horse with ears and tail cut off." The abbot of Mussynton was con-

victed of having "traitorously and felonously falsified and clipped the

king's money" for which he was condemned to be drawn and hanged,

though subsequently he was pardoned by royal grace.^^ The abbot of

Torre with his fellow canons was charged with having stolen a ship worth

£500.^'' The prior of Boxgrave was excommunicated for disobedience,

and the abbot of Bruerne, remaining recalcitrant for forty days after an

excommunication, had to be handled by the secular arm.^^ An obtruding

abbot occupying the monastery of Bruerne, alienated granges, rents, and

possessions so that instead of supporting sixty monks and as many
brothers, its sustenance was reduced to provision for only six.^^ "That

i2Pat. R.July 1, 1362, p. 283.

" Pat. R. Aug. 18, 1355, p. 297; Oct. 10, 1363, p. 447.

» Pat. R. May 9, 1357, p. 555f.

'5 Pat. R. Sept. 2, 1361, p. 59.

'« Pat. R. May 8, 1363, p. 369.

" Pat. R. May 12, 1350, p. 506. Dugdale IV; 643.

'8Pap. Pet. 1:511.
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he might the more freely give himself up to dissolute living, " the abbot of

St. Werburg, Chester, secured exemption from ordinary jurisdiction,

until a protest was launched by his successor and lay brothers.^^ Man-

slaughter and possibly murder stand recorded against two—the guardian

of the Friors Minor of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, who slew an apostate of

his own order, and the abbot of Evesham, who was pardoned for taking

the Ufe of John Vaal.^o

It is unnecessary to cite further instances. Any enumeration is

inadequate and almost misleading in setting forth the misdemeanors and

grave improprieties of these abbots and priors who stand condemned not

alone by the standards of our age but also by the light of their own. In

justice to them, however, a glance should be taken at the men associated

with them in chapter fellowship. Some of these obviously as survivors

of the pestilence had been influenced by the immorality and materi-

alism that followed in the wake of the Black Death. On the other hand,

large numbers of novices had stepped into the vacancies of the deceased.

Probably a good proportion of these were young. The dispensations

given in 1362 and later to men of twenty and twenty-two years of age

indicate that youths in their "teens" had found their way into the

depleted religious houses. Probably many of these were recruited from

the large numbers of orphans throv/n upon society by the pestilence.

Their entrance may have been voluntary; perhaps it was forced upon

them. An illuminating instance is in a petition which reads
—"On

behalf of Richard, son of John Thornton, citizen and spicer of York, it has

been shown that he, when within the years of puberty, was lately en-

snared and seduced by some friars of the House of CarmeHte Friars in

York, insomuch that by their persuasion he took the habit of the same

friars in their house and they fraudulently induced him so that they made
him profess the order within the years of puberty de facto, although of

right they could not and although he, within the time of his puberty and

before the fourteenth year of his age, laid aside the habit and went forth

from the house and order as lawful was for him to do in this case.^^

Through whatever pressure these lads were induced to enter the

cloisters, their presence imposed upon the prior unusually onerous duties

in the way of novitiate instruction. Hence the king excused the abbot

and prior of Croxton from tax collecting duties because the "abbot is so

infirm and so occupied in directing the affairs of the abbey, and the prior

"Pap. Pet. 1:275.

20 Pat. R. Feb. 6, 1357, p. 505; Feb. 15, 1365, p. 93.

2> Pat. R. March 2, 1358, p. 18.
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is SO engaged upon the control of divine worship and of the novices

received into the convent after the plague. "-^

In the light of the evidence respecting the unpopularity of the religious

houses generally, it seems improbable that any large number of men came
forth voluntarily to recruit the depleted ranks. A deep religious senti-

ment awakened by the pestilence probably influenced a few to turn

towards the religious houses. Moreover, pressure of poverty and the

rapacity of society may have driven others into the cloister. Unfor-

tunately, it does not seem that the wholesome element predominated.

All that has been said concerning the delinquencies of the abbots and
priors apphes with equal force to their colleagues. They were abettors

of the disgraceful raids conducted by their superiors. They stole without

compunction, not only battering through the walls of granaries but even

breaking into abbeys from which they carried away chalices and vest-

ments. Even the sanctity of life itself was not respected, and the names

of many canons appear upon the roll of those pardoned by royal clemency

for slaying their fellows.

The one outstanding feature in the monastic life of this turbulent

period is the disposition to cast aside the restraints of "regular disci-

pHne. " In a large number of the houses, the monks assumed an attitude

of rebellious insubordination. They abandoned their clerical garb and

as vagabonds wandered about "in secular attire" until apprehended and

delivered over to their own tribunals. This disposition to renounce their

vows was not confined to a few. The following houses had vagabond

monks:—Lenton, Evesham, Coventry, Battle, Sibton, Penteney, Brug-

ton, Bynedon, Wenlok, Ivychurch, Selby, Lesnes, Wynchecombe, St.

Bartholomew, Thetford, Bradwell, Bordesleye, Montacute, Burton, St.

Lazarus, Ramsey, and the two nunneries of Kilburn and Haversholm.

Some houses in this list were the victims of misrule—Evesham, Battle,

Bynedon and Bordsleye. Some of the deserters may have become dis-

gusted with the moral conditions within a monastery, and their vaga-

bondage may be charitably regarded as a protest against the order of

things. In such cases the vagabond monk may have been a forerunner

of the Lollard movement. In only one instance is it certain that the

deserters belonged to the recruits who entered the houses after the

pestilence. In Ivychurch, the records show that every monk died save

one and that he was appointed prior. Nevertheless, two canons in 1358

were among the vagabonds. Possibly these were representative of a
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large number who, having taken vows from worldly motives or super-

ficial enthusiasm, soon wearied of restraint and reverted to their earlier

manner of living.

Another observation that should be made concerning the list as given

above is that it represents all Orders—Benedictines, Cistercians, August-

nians, Carmelites^ the Holy Cross Friars, and the Friar Preachers.

To understand this outbreak of insubordination and secularism, it is

well to remember that the life of the nation had been passing through a

stage of iconoclastic unrest.^^ The religious houses were troubled by the

prevailing spirit of discontent and unruliness of which the lapse into

secular life and the solicitude of the authorities are symptoms.

Luke Wadding's estimate of the effects of the Great Plague upon the

monasteries, though written three hundred years ago, is confirmed by the

most recent research:
—"This evil wrought great destruction to the holy

houses of religion, carrying off the masters of regular discipline and the

seniors of experience. From this time the Monastic Orders and in

particular the mendicants began to grow tepid and negligent, both in

that piety and that learning in which they had up to this time flourished.

Then our illustrious members being carried off, the rigors of discipUne

relaxed by these calamities could not be renewed by the youths received

without the necessary training rather to fill the empty house than to

restore the lost discipline.
"^'*

22 Pat. R. Nov. 16, 1352, p. 336.

23 The Abbot of St. Edmund's complained that "whereas he has aU manner of

jurisdiction and correction of all persons ecclesiastic as well as secular, residing within

the town of St. Edmund's . . . many of the same who have incurred sentences of

excommimication, scorn to obey ecclesiastical censures." (Pat. R. Tune 20, 1353,

p. 470.) The commissioners deputed by the archbishop of York to correct "some
things found in his visitation" were assaulted in the exercise of their office and their

visitation rolls were torn up and trampled upon. (Pat. R. July 1, 1367, p. 610.)

The Bishop of Coventry and Litchiield, in seeking to correct abuses in the prior of

Ranton, was prevented in the exercise of his jurisdiction by a mob who besieged him in

the priory and later assaulted him on his way home. " (Pat. R. May 22, 1357, p. 566.)

2^ Annales Minorum, viii, 22; see Gasquet Black Death, 251.
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Appeals for Aid

St. Alban's (P. P. 1: 172; P. R. May 5, 1350, p. 500)

"In consideration of the diminution by a fourth part of the fruits

of the monastery by reason of the epidemic"

A church appropriation and release of pension

St. Mary's, Suleby (P. P. I: 166)

" small income and many debts
"

Church appropriation

Godestowe (P. R. July 29, 1349, p. 361)

"by reason of the last voidance of the abbey"

Gift as a special grace of all the temporalities of the abbey

St. Margaret by Marleburgh (P. R. Jan. 12, 1350, p. 444)

"in consideration of leanness of the house and poverty of the priors

and canons"

Mortmain license

Battle (P. P. I, 202; P. R. May 8, 1353, p. 440)

"has suffered by inundations and wars and is burdened \\ath debts

and has been brought low by the pestilence so that monks carmot

exercise alms and hospitality"

Church appropriation

Drax (P. R. Feb. 1, 1350, p. 468)

"depressed in many ways in these days by frequent floods and

other misfortunes"

Church appropriation

Suthwik (P. R. April 24, 1350, p. 495; CI. R. Oct. 17, 1352, p. 444)

"out of compassion for their estate now depressed by the deadly

pestilence and other causes . . . depression and penury by

burning of houses of priory and other misfortunes"

Grant of temporalities in last voidance. Pardon of tenth

Llanthony (P. R. June 6, 1350, p. 510)

Protection and nolumus for three years
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Lenton and Hemele (P. R. Feb. 6, 1350, p. 517)

"farms, rents and pensions are in arrears"

Royal collectors appointed

St. Mary, Lancaster, Ware (P. R. March-April 1350, p. 525)

"farms, rents and pensions are in arrears"

Royal collectors appointed

Noion-Neufnarche (P. R. March-April, 1350, p. 525)

"farms, rents and pensions are in arrears"

Royal collectors appointed

Tackeleye (P. R. March-April, 1350, p. 525)

"farms, rents and pensions are in arrears"

Royal collectors appointed

St. Leonard's, York (P. R. July 10, 1350, p. 542)

"who have not sufficient to live on unless relieved from without"

Protection and royal patronage

Minoresses of Deneye (P. R. July 7, 1350, p. 545)

Protection for two years

St. Augustine, Welhowe (P. R. July 6, 1350, p. 550; 1365, p. 170)

"burdened with debt and miserably depressed condition for lack

of good rule"

Royal custodian

Fecamp (P. R. Nov. 16, 1350, p. 18; Nov. 12, 1358, p. 118)

"to help toward payment of his farm and building and repairing

of mills and houses"

License to cut and sell oaks and other trees, also hay

St. Helen's, Bishopsgate (P. P. I: 198)

"church in danger of going to ruin"

Indulgences to donors

Arundel (P. R. Oct. 20, 1350, p. 2)

"arrears in farm"

Farm reduced

St. Nicholas, York (CI. R. April 16, 1350, p. 215)

"divers rents withdrawn, some tenants refuse to pay rents"

Royal writ of aid
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Lewes (CI. R. Aug. 20, 1350, p. 242)

"unable to meet king's exactions"

King accepts advowsons

Bruera (P. R. March 24, 1351, p. 62)

"now grievously burdened with debt on account of misrule and
casualties"

Protection and royal collectors to pay debts

Neustede (P. R. Feb. 5, 1351, p. 36)

"only a slight endowment"

Voidance exemption

Hulton (P. R. Feb. 20, 1351, p. 41; and 1354, p. 258)

"out of compassion for the poverty of this house"

Pardon of fine

Beaulieu (P. R. Feb. 28, 1351, p. 44)

"to enable him to pay debts on his house"

License to lease a manor

Wihnyngton (P. R. March 7, 1351, p. 52)

"the possessions thereof are so impoverished and diminished that

the prior cannot pay his farm to the king without assistance"

License to fell and sell trees

Romeseye (nunnery) (P. R. April 7, 1351, p. 59; CI. R. 1354, p. 102)

"whose estate is for various causes much depressed in these times"

"Lack of tenants through late pestilence"

Church appropriation

St. Faith, Horsham (P. R. April 5, 1351, p. 83)

"farm, rents, pensions in arrear"

Royal collector

Tackele (P. R. May 26, 1351, p. 98; June 2, 1358, p. 50)

"on account of the mortal pestilence lately prevailing, from which

time their lands have remained untilled, and tenements wherefrom

the rents of the priory arose have remained empty by the death

of the tenants ... no one dares to take any of the lands at farm

for fear of the arrears of the said farm—now £168-13-4 " Creditors

are sueing

Royal pardon of arrears
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Barlynges (P. R. June 23, 1351, p. 105)

"now impoverished by building theii church and various other

causes"

Remission of Tenth

St. Giles, London (P. R. May 1, 1351, p. 103; P. P. I, 270)

"who have not sufficient to live on unless assisted by faithful else-

where" "by reason of horrible mortality, lands are uncultivated"

Protection f r aim collectors

Caresbrok (P. R. June 25, 1351, p. 105)

Voidance exemption

St. Oswald's, Nostell, St. Ives, Stratford, Coggeshale, Clerkenwell,

Berkying, Westminster, Stykeswold (P. R. June 13, 1351, p. 97-98)

"in consideration of very many subsidies made by the clergy of

England, to the king in his necessities"

" Special royal protection that nothing of their tithes or goods shall

be taken against their will by any ministers"

Pynham (P. R. Sept. 4, 1351, p. 197)

"for relief of the depressed state of their house"

Mortmain license

LilleshuU (P. R. Nov. 8, 1351, p. 177)

"so burdened with debt by misrule that goods are insufficient to

pay creditors"

Royal custody to pay debts

Kirkeby Monachorum (P. R. Oct. 26, 1351, p. 165)

" rents and pensions . . . greatly in arrear
"

Royal collector

St. John the Baptist, Dorchester (P. R. Aug. 15, 1351, p. 159)

"reported to be greatly decayed by misrule"

Visitation order

Paumfeld-Wells (CI. R. April 7, 1351, p. 357)

"prior is at present so depressed by much adversity and by reason

of the late pestilence and by various other chances that he cannot

pay his ferm and arrears"

Respite for ferm and arrears

St. Peter, Winchester (P. R. Nov. 26, 1352, p. 372)

"in consideration of their poverty and want"

Royal pardon of unlicensed acquisitions
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Haylyng (P. R. May 12, 1352, p. 263)

"prior not sufficient to find the sustenance and entire farm he has

to pay . . . king compassionating the priory which is greatly

depressed at present"

Release of arrears

Chesthunt (prioress) (P. R. Jan. 15, 1352, p. 195)

"in consideration of their great poverty in these days"

Release from tenths

Campeseye (prioress) (P. R. June 6, 1352, p. 295)

Pardon of the last tenth

Brydelyngton (P. R. June 18, 1352, p. 298)

"out of compassion for the present depressed state of the priory"

Pardon of unlicensed occupation

Castelacre (P. R. June 24, 1352, p. 302)

"in consideration of frequent subsidies to the king and of gratitude

for these"

Protection

Durham (P. R. July 20, 1352, p. 314)

"in consideration of frequent subsidies to the king and of gratitude

for these"

Protection

St. Michaels, Staunford (P. R. Aug. 30, 1352, p. 320)

"out of compassion for the present depressed state of the house"

Pardon of tenths

Hextildesham (P. R. Sept. 1, 1352, p. 327)

"in consideration of numerous subsidies to the king in his neces-

sities"

Protection nolumus

Tremenhale (P. P. I: 229)

"goods are insufficient to support charges, which by reason of

numbers of magnates who seek hospitahty and the pestilence are

so heavy that the prior is burdened with debt"

Church appropriation
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St. Mary, Winchester (P. P. I: 230; CI. R. 1354, p. 101)

"great losses by reduction of rents, barrenness of their lands, dis-

foresting cattle, plague, destruction of buildings and other mis-

fortunes so that . . . burdened with debt"

"lack of tenants lost in the late pestilence"

Church appropriation

Ledes (P. P. I: 232; CI. R. March 6, 1352, p. 414)

"rents after the burning of their church of Chetham and other

misfortunes are insufficient for their needs"

Church appropriation

St. Mary Magdalene at Ripon (P. R. Sept. 15, 1352, p. 342)

"said to be greatly decayed by misrule"

Royal visitation

Wenlok (P. R. Feb. 8, 1352, p. 219)

"out of compassion . . . who are come into such great poverty

in these days that the lands of the priory in no wise suffice to

maintain the alms and other charges"

Pardon of two hundred marks

Bynedon (P. R. 1352, p. 250, 353: 1357, p. 565)

"at present time so depressed by debts, by frequent attacks of the

king's ahen enemies, and coming there of mariners passing to

foreign parts, that its goods suffice not for payment of debts"

Nolumus protection and royal custody

Kilburn(prioress) (P. R. Feb. 12, 1352, p. 250)

"out of compassion for their present excessive poverty"

Release from tenths talUages

St. Katherine, Colchester (P. R. Dec. 1, 1352, p. 366)

Rogamus protection

Clerkenwelle, (P. R. April 11, 1353, p. 424)

"who in these days are in too great poverty"

Pardon of fifteenth

St. Mary, Leicester (P. P. I: 226)

"have to spend much on hospitality and their revenues have suf-

fered by the recent epidemic and other causes"

Church appropriation
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St. James, Canterbury (prioress) (CI. R. Nov. 17, 1352, p. 451)

"on account of the want of that house"

"lands are worth nothing beyond the maintenance of the prioress

and sisters"

Pardon of wools and tenths

St. Bartholomew's, Oxford (CI. R. Nov. 12, 1352, p. 453; CI. R. 1355,

p. 142)

has been given with houses, lands, rents, etc., to the House of

St. Mary, Oxford "so slenderly endowed that goods sufhce not"

St. Bartholomew's, London (CI. R. March 14, 1352, p. 415)

"so slenderly endowed that goods have scarcely sufficed for the

master and charges"

Release from wools and tenths

Newerk, St. Mary (CI. R. July 5, 1352, p. 434)

"so slenderly endowed that goods have scarcely sufficed for the

master and charges"

Release from wools and tenths

Abbottesbury (P. R. Dec. 1, 1353, p. 536)

"is now burdened by debt and depressed by other causes so the

goods are insufficient for the sustenance of the convent and pay-

ment of debts"

Protection and royal custody to discharge debts

St. Thomas Martyr (P. R. Nov. 22, 1353, p. 529)

"who have not enough to hve on unless relieved by the charitable"

Rogamus protection

Wynchecombe (P. R. July 24, 1353, p. 481; 1360, p. 468)

"which by misrule is heavily burdened with debt"

Nolumus protection and royal custody to discharge debts

Vaudey (P. R. March 12, 1353, p. 420)

"out of compassion for the depressed state of the priory

Remission of the tenth

Mussenden (P. R. March 24, 1353, p. 424)

"who have manifold charges by frequent coming of persons . . .

and are impoverished by great dearth in past years"

Church appropriation
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Barl>Tiges (P. R. Feb. 4, 1353, p. 400)

"in relief of their estate greatly impoverished in these days"

Remission of tenth

Huntingdon (P. R. Jan. 27, 1353, p. 398)

"in consideration of many subsidies made to the king by the clergy"

Nolumus protection

Westminster (CI. R. Feb. 15, 1353, p. 527)

"in collecting oboli, to set over against debts to the king"

Oboli claim granted

St. James, Northampton (P. R. May 16, 1354, p. 46)

"in relief of estate . . . greatly charged by some requests of the

king"

Mortmain license

Lappeleye (P. R. Feb. 28, 1354, p. 11, 12)

"by sudden burning up of the entire manse of the priory . . . and

other adversities it is so impoverished, that no prospect for a long

time of relief of his estate"

Pardon of arrears of farm

Wytham (P. R. Jan. 10, 1354, p. 17)

"because their servants and household in the last pestilence died

totally . . . and their lands remains for the most part untilled

and their crops perished miserably not gathered in"

Statute of Laborers relaxed

Blyth (P. R. March 18, 1354, p. 19)

"many farms, debts, and rents in arrears"

A royal collector

Wythup (P. R. March 11, 1354, p. 27)

"whereas the house is slenderly endowed and by the pestilence

lately prevailing ... is brought into such great poverty that

all the nuns with one exception are dispersed on account of the

penury and the house of itself cannot rise again"

To unite with St. Michael by Staunford

Breurne (P. R. May 8, 1354, p. 39)

"now by misrule and accidental circumstances threatened with

ruin by debt and otherwise"

Protection and royal custody
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St. Frideswyde (P. R. May 20, 1354, p. 51)

"by misrule and adversities as by debts"

Royal custody

Feriby (P. R. May 30, 1354, p. 72)

"in consideration of present depressed state of the priory"

Pardon of tenths

St. Martins, Dover, (CI. R. May 24, 1354, p. 23)

"so poor that it does not suffice in these days for the food and

ministers serving God there"

Pardon of the tenths

Canterbury H. (CI. R. Jan. 24, 1354, p. 28)

"so slenderly endowed . . . not suffice to pay

"

Pardon of tenths

St. Mary, H. Great Yarmouth (P. P. I: 263)

"a multitude of poor for whose sustenance a daily quest has to be

made"

Relaxation of penance to donors

Lenomynstre (P. R. July 7, 1355, p. 259)

"arrears of farm"

Pardon of arrears. Reduction of farm

St. Bartholomew by Sudbury (P. R. July 8, 1355)

"for relief of poor cell of Westminster"

Mortmain license

L>Tigebrok (P. R. Feb. 10, 1355, p. 168)

"out of compassion for the great poverty and indigence at present

time"

Mortmain property

Henton (P. R. Oct. 5, 1355, p. 282)

"for want of laborers and servants since the time of the last pes-

tilence, the greater part of their land had been uncultivated and

they cannot find servants"

Statutete of Laborers relaxed

Fourneys (P. R. Oct. 3, 1355, p. 308)

"unable to raise food at home"

Permission to bring corn from Ireland for sustenance
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St. Bartholomew, Wynchelsea (P. R. Aug. 6, 1355, p. 279)

"out of compassion for the state of the hospital, which since the

pestilence is depressed in many ways"

Pardon of rent

Ministre, Cornwall (P. R. June 20, 1355, p. 252, 247)

"out of compassion for the estate of the prior, who for the poverty

of his priory ... is in such miserable depression that the rents

and produce scarce suffice for the sustenance of him and his fellow

monks"

Pardon of farm, exemption for future

Horton, Pritewell, Pontefract, Farle, Lenton, St. Andrews, Northampton,

Holme, St. Helens, Isle of Wight (P. R. May 5, 1355, p. 217)

"at the supplication of the abbot of Cluny"

Pardon for arrears and deductions of farm

Lodres (P. R. Nov. 9, 1355, p. 305)

"in arrears"

Pardon and extension of time

Derby (CI. R. Nov. 20, 1355, p. 164)

"possessions hardly sufficient for maintenance of the prior"

Pardon of farm

Hospital of Lincoln (P. P. I: 273)

"wanted hospitaUty is not a little increased"

Indulgences to donors

St. Augustine, Canterbury (P. P. I: 281)

"wanted hospitality is not a little nicreased"

Indulgences to visitors

Malton, Chikesond, Sempynham (P. R. Nov. 17, 1356, p. 474)

" in relief of the estate of ..."

Pardon of tenths

Wynteneye (P. R. Dec. 1, 1356, p. 481)

"in consideration of many subsidies"

Nolumus protection

St. Mary Magdalene, Dorset (P. R. March 20, 1356, p. 351)

"who had not whereof to live unless relieved by charity"

Rogamus protection
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Stratford Say (P. R. July 20, 1356, p. 420)

" the farm is in arrears, the church and house of priory threaten to

fall in ruins and he has already sold the priory wood to pay his

farm so that there is now nothing to pay the farm with"

Pardon of arrears exemption from farm

Toftes (P. R. June 28, 1356, p. 409)

Nolumus protection

Dover (P. R. May 20, 1356, p. 379)

"for default of good rule is so wasted in its possessions and fallen

away in its faculties that there is no relief for it but in ordering

otherwise for it"

Unites with Christ's Canterbury

Beauvale (P. R. May 6, 1356, p. 368)

Nolumus protection

Egleston (P. R. May 1, 1357, p. 530)

"out of compassion for the great poverty of the abbot and convent"

Church appropriation

Durham (P. R. March 6, 1356, p. 357)

"possessions totally destroyed and wasted by the Scots and so the

priory is grievously decayed in its faculties which the king bears

ill"

Church appropriation

Glastyngbury (P. R. Feb. 17, 1357, p. 513)

"in consideration of many subsidies made to the king in his neces-

sity"

Protection

Wolfricheston (P. R. Feb. 2, 1357, p. 503)

"out of compassion for the state of the priory which by various

adversities is so depressed that the prior is not sufficient for the

payment of the farm"

Farm exemption

Clatford (P. R. July 12, 1357, p. 578)

"on account of the late pestilence as well as of various other causes,

the goods and possessions of the priory are not sufficient to find

sustenance for the house and pay the farm"

Reduction of farm and exemption from other dues
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Holanbrigg (P. R. Nov. 7, 1357, p. 631)

"in aid of a sustenance of the charges of the priory"

A grant of money

St. German, Cornwall (P. R. Nov. 20, 1357, p. 637)

"out of compassion for the poverty and adversity of the priory"

Restoration of forfeited lands

Rufford (P. R. Nov. 30, 1357, p. 642)

"in consideration of many subsidies made to the king"

Nolumus protection

Colme (CI. R. Feb. 26, 1357, p. 391)

"out of compassion for the state of the priory oppressed by various

adversities"

Respite of tenth

St. Thomas Martyr, Southwerk (P. P. I: 304)

"to which flock numbers of poor and sick so that the master . . .

cannot support their charges without alms"

Indulgences to donors

Farlegh (P. R. July 16, 1358, p. 82)

"the faculties of the priory are scarcely sufficient to pay the said

farm"
Reduction of farm

Holy Trinity, London (P. R. Nov. 14, 1358, p. 120) (June 15, 1359,

P- 229)

"out of compassion for their depressed estate" "detention of rents"

Pardon of tenth

St .Bartholomew, Gloucester (P. R. May 3, 1358, p. 74)

"insufficient food and raiment are provided for brothers and sisters

in these days after corrodies had been profusely distributed"

Investigating commission

Caresbrok (CI. R. Oct. 26, 1358, p. 471)

"as his priory was so impoverished after the pestilence that its

goods hardly sufficed" for the maintenance of the prior and monks

and he could not levy anything of the farm due"

Pardon of arrears
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Hermodesworth (CI. R. Oct. 30, 1358, p. 472)

"out of compassion for the state of the priory which is situated

near the highway leading toward London and is so impoverished

by the concourse of men and almost continuous hospitality, by the

burning of its houses and goods, and by diverse other misfortunes

since the time of the last deadly plague in these parts"

Pardon for farm

Holy Spirit, Sandou (CI. R. June 20, 1359, p. 574)

"as the Hospital is so slenderly endowed that its goods do not

suffice for the maintenance of the master and brethren and chan-

tries"

Pardon of tenths

St. Cross (P. R. May 8, 1359, p. 195)

"goods and faculties of the priory, whose goods and buildings are

entirely thrown down from various adversities, scarcely suffice

in these days for the sustenance of the prior"

Farm exemption

St. Mary's, Kirkeby (P. P. I: 351)

"the church of said priory is old and in danger of ruin"

Relaxation of penance to donors

St. Andrew, York (P. R. Oct. 25, 1360, p. 471)

"at present in a very depressed condition by various adversities,

withdrawal of rents and services and threats of being sued for

recovery of such"

Nolumus protection

St. Andrew, Northampton (CI. R. Feb. 9, 1360, p. 2)

out of compassion for the poverty of the priory" arrears equal

285 pounds

Time for payment

Ulvescroft (P. R. March 18, 1361, p. 572)

"out of compassion for the poor state of the priory and convent"

Church appropriation

Pippewell (P. R. April 28, 1361, p. 10)

"the king compassionating their depressed estate"

Extension of time for debt

Haverholm, Nocton, Catteleye (CI. R. Nov. 29, 1361, p. 230)

"so poor that their goods are insufficient for their maintenance

and the tenths"

Pardon of tenths
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Merlawe (CI. R. Feb. 26, 1361, p. 166)

-prioress has leased all her lands-out of compassion for the pov-

erty of the prioress and convent"

King restores these

Mussenden (P. P. I: 364)
,. « , i ec

"by reason of the pestilence and other causes have suffered loss

of rents and are unable to make necessary repairs"

Church appropriation

Wykes (P. R. Jan. 26, 1362, p. 154)

"the king compassionating the state of the house depressed by a

great debt and other adversities"

Pardon for improper election

Wherewell (P. R. Jan. 30, 1362, p. 156)

"which is much depressed in these days"

Pardon of issues of voidances

Frompton (P. R. Oct. 22, 1362, p. 260)

"possessions so diminished by the war, the deadly pestilence, the

last storm of wind and other disadvantages that the issues and

emoluments are insufficient for the sustenance of the prior and

convent"
License to lease

Westminster (P. R. April 12, 1362, p. 194)

"in consideration of the disadvantages suffered by the last storm

as well as by other adversities, for rdief and repair ... now

in ruins"

Voidance compromise

St. Sepulchre, Canterbury (CI. R. Oct. 25, 1362, p. 364)

"out of compassion for said prioress and nuns who are in these

days subject to such adversity that they have scarce means to

live"

Pardon of ninths

Lewesham (CI. R. Oct. 24, 1362, p. 370)

"out of compassion for the estate of the said prior, borne down by

various misfortunes, and willing to succour and relieve the same

Stay of subsidy and tenth

Sywardesleye (P. R. June 30, 1360, p. 436)

"out of compassion for the state of the prioress whose goods and

possessions are in these days insufficient for their sustenance'

Alienation of property
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St. Mary's, Wroxton (P. P. I: 402)

"chapel threatens ruin and whereas the prior and ten canons whose

fruits do not exceed 100 marks cannot afford to restore it"

Indulgence to donors

St. Mary, Bethlehem, Bishop's Gate (P. P. I: 424)

"whereas their rents are only 33 shillings and they have lost many
benefactors by the pestilence and their building and trees have

suffered by the hurricane"

Indulgence to donors

St. Mary, Winchester (P. R. April 18, 1364, p. 485)

"which by pestilences prevailing in those parts and misrule of past

presidents is now so depressed and charged with corrodies . . .

that the dispersal of the nuns is probable"

Royal custody

Berurne (P. R. Feb. 5, 1364, p. 461)

"now so heavily threatened through misrule and adversity that

ft is threatened with total distruction and dispersal of the monks"
Protection and royal custody

Shaftesbury (P. R. Oct. 11, 1364, p. 21)

"much depressed by a tempest of wind and mortal pestilences

lately prevailing in the realm"

Voidance exemption

Kingswode (P. P. I: 483)

"who are come to poverty and have to go about begging"

Oblations

St. Cross, Stanford (P. P. I: 407)

"whereas the hospital has been founded, but by wars and other

mishaps it has come to nought"

Confirmation to rebuild

Seez,—Abbot (P. R. May 11, 1365, p. 110)

" 'divers arrears' . . . other creditors are suing him for recovery

of debts"

Protection
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1349

St. Mary's, Southwerk

St. Mary's, Southwerk

St. John, Jerusalem

King Beaulieu

Cumba
Matherseye

Bermundeseye

St. Frideswyde

Clifford

St. Frideswyde

St. Frideswyde

St. Mary's, Southwerk

1350

Lesnes

Wymundham

Caldewell

Bermundeseye

Colchester

Swaveseye

Lesnes

Bermundeseye

Bermundeseye

Wymundham

Stratford

Lylleshull

Recognizances

£10 Henry de Lunhales, derk

£20 Roger de Chestrefeld, clerk, can-

celled

£100 Richard de Chuderlegh, cancelled

£100 John Pycot, citizen and corderer of

London, cancelled

£200 Ralph de Stanlowe

£21 Wm. de Lound

John de Cotyngton, cancelled

24M. John Beseville, cancelled

£80-- Ralph de Cantebrigge, citizen of

London

Robert de Erhethe, cancelled

£20 William de Dersham

John Warender

£100 John Mlin, citizen of London, can-

celled

£50 Nicolas Sperlyng, citizen of London,

cancelled

200M. Walter Whithers, cancelled

£60 John de Hatfeld, citizen and draper

of London, cancelled

£400 Anthony Bache, merchant, can-

celled

£40 Thomas de Sibethorp, cancelled

£40 Robert de Guldeford, draper of

London

£40 Edmund de Grymesby, clerk, can-

celled

£20 Edmund de Grymesby

£400 John de Ililtoft, citizen and gold-

smith of London, cancelled

£40 Henry de Ingelby, clerk, cancelled

£100 Robert atte Brome, clerk

£578-19-8 John de Wynggefeld, knight

Thomas de Wynggefeld, cancelled

lOOM. David de Wollore, clerk, cancelled

Henry de Ingelby, clerk

Thomas de Neuby, clerk

lOOs. David de Wollore, clerk, cancelled

Close Rolls
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Holy Trinity, London £100

Wilmyton £100

Beaidieu £100

St. Bartholomew P. £40

Close Rolls

Adam Fraunceys, citizen and mer-

chant of London

Tydemannus de Lynbergh

John de la Rokele, citizen and cord-

erer of London

Edmund de Grymesby, clerk, can-

celled

Coggeshale
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Malton

Eynesham

£150

£400
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Okeboume £40

Ellerton £200

Lesnes £34-13-4

St. Bartholomew £40

1355

Thame £11-13-4

Stanlegh £80

Cookhull £200

Lesnes £68

St. Mary, Bishopsgate £200

Hickel5Tig

St. Saviour, Bermunde-

seye

Kirkestall

Bermimdeseye

1356

Hurle

Hurle

Whiteby

Bermundeseye

Thrulegh

Bermundeseye

1357

Lesnes

St. Bartholomew P.

Eynesham

Sale

St. Nicolas, Arundel

St. John, Jerusalem

Huntingdon

Latton

£40

£100

£100

£9

£32

£6

100s.

£20

£92-10

£100

£100

£200

£20

£40

£24

600M.

£10

50M.

Close Rolls

Michael de Ravensdale

William de Haukesworth, clerks,

cancelled p. 83

Master William de Fenton p. 91

Master Richard de Sahan p. 95

John Mayu, cancelled p. 99

William de Hilton

John Wyndow
John James p. 178

John Pynselegel, citizen p. 183

Robert de Utilicote, parson p. 186

William de Teudenham p. 199

Wi'liam de Ledwell, chaplain

John Permay, citizen, cancelled p. 203

Richard de Thoresby, clerk, can-

celled p. 206

Edmund de Acre, clerk, cancelled p. 208

William de Wynterton, clerk, can-

celled p. 225

William Tank, cancelled p. 239

Robert Pycot, citizen and draper of

London

Hugh de Causton, cornmonger, can-

celled

David de Wollore, clerk, cancelled

Thomas de Neuton

John de Littyngton

Robert de Keteveyngham, parsons

John de Clynton

Thomas de Murton

John de Cobham, knight

Robert Wendout

John de Burstall and wife, citizen

and vintner

John de Nessager, chaplain

William de Gategang, parson, can-

celled

Nicolas Carreu

John de Dyngele, cancelled

David de Wollore

Michael de Ravendale

John de Burstall, citizen and vintner

of London

303

306

306

312

321

328

p. 334

335

393

p. 394

p. 404

p. 417

p. 422

p. 422
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1361

St. Bartholomew

1362

£400

Close Rolls

Richard de Shamelsford, cancelled p. 301

Holy Trinity, London
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Incumbent
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Incumbent
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III. Incumbents of Representative Monasteries—Continued.

Incumbent
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